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Immunity means known harms cause no drastic harm because they are being countered in a known 
way. And unknown harms may turn into known ones as the latter advances. It is a renewable resource 
as it can be given without being lost. 

But when it is being taken illegitimately and distributed without truth its value may degrade – or 
more precisely, you may receive a bad one before you receive a good one and decline the right for the 
wrong. 

The best way to maintain a good one is to build it up by deliberate choice. Then it will last and 
advance and be fruitful to help others and not be purged away in panic or defeated in its own field. 
This is valid for immunity against germs as much as for immunity against morons.

In handling people who do stupid things to make you do more stupid things it is of significance not to 
go for the low-hanging fruit first, because then the higher-hanging would multiply and the handling of 
the entire constellation would only become ever more difficult. 

A lot of the immunity depends on the right order which elements are being factored out of the equation
first as to keep the remaining ones balanced against each other.

The more skilled it is, the better the outlook that multiplication will bring about good fruit and not bad 
fruit. For the same reasons immunity is a renewable resource it is better in quality when it does not 
require to be fully renewed in the first place, although each instance thereof is permanently renewing 
itself. 

When natural immunity is really good, then it comes to rule the reference system – for example, 
when ticks have good immunity in their intake they will go away from an area although it may take a 
considerable while of stalemate. Why? 

Because they spread it among hosts just like malignant micro-cargo, and then change triggered by it 
here changes the ecological balance. Unlike in industrial epidemiology, the multiplication effect was 
not dried up but bounced back upon the threat.

Body and mind and soul standing as one means that immunity of the mind could possibly be passed on
through return malignant capacity, although written language via digital media is not a task of the soul,
which requires still other ways. 

But a document like this of a series not projected for that growth and expansion, yet hinged on the 
value of fine recursion, is without declaration quite obviously specific for the second leg of existential 
immunity. ■
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Ten Wells

Number: One
Title: Incoming Thai King Advised On Silicon Valley Transition
Date: Monday, Mar 20th 2017
Name: Collin Moebius

Content: It has been swarmed by rumours busying special media top dogs over the last weeks, but is in fact the 
compass of the scared Buddhist country’s clergy after the military coup there: Leading religious figures above 
Bangkok’s corruption-ridden administration have concurred to the conclusion of an earlier Islamic State verdict
on the future of the hotbed of monopoly online corporations near the North American half-continents Eastern 
coast which is also being claimed by the Unitedstates military-industrial complex. It says as to preempt them 
from obtaining a more dangerous position in world heritage handling than was the Catholic church’s pre-
industrial scripture monopoly in central Europe which in the seventh century split the Abrahamic faith, legacy 
cartels from the global war economy are to be handled according to a twentieth century template taken from the
Hiroshima and Nagasaki ultimatum. 

This result comes in the context of a media frenzy over Bangkok’s supreme courts legal ban of a Chinese 
astrology imposter franchise which grew its business operations into the country for quote being evil unquote. 
The card carrying fortune tellers had offered targeted spells with odd menu titles to customers seeking 
supernatural help against daily life rivals, who would then receive them them under the guise of commercial 
email spam. Customers were asked to look at spinning wheels while listening to their coaching imposters, while
receiving blurring talk about what they would get to see in moving patterns. In case they were to lose interest, 
the imposter would supplement its distraction wheel with a crank shaft or have it throw around loose ends or 
write some prime numbers on it.

“May your remaining days be shaken by a church bell”, “May your greater family live in permanent feud”, 
“May you always have to chose between hunger and food choice”, “May you wake up from a star falling down
on you”, “May your house become a throwaway zoo” and so forth all turned out to be designer gibberish 
micro-tailored to mirror a distorted view of target lives as provided to imposters by these internet monopoly 
corporations in a special contractor service enhanced with their feeds from the military-industrial complex. 
Upon paid order, the so-called astrologist would trigger the delivery of the “verbal malware” at targets 
identified by the client, with an increase in cost along their degree of literacy, and by means designed to capture
the targets attention like a spinning wheel. 

The firm remained unrelenting, claiming that despite the proven camouflage influence it was an innocent 
civilian business serving an enhanced remix of local tradition. But key Buddhist figures in their increased 
awareness of military risk complained that in fact it was online warfare techniques transplanted into offline 
procedure violating the Shannon principle. The scientist is routinely cited as a reference of argument that 
military selections even when projected into civilian context remain military selections and to be handled as 
such. Claude Shannon had been first to argue argue in depth that for taking out a selection element, the 
topology of the information flow mattered significantly more than any content thereof.

The decision follows the Islamic State proposal to leave the naming of the monopoly corporations concerned to
a later list to be compiled by a neutral committee to be compiled after the achievement of global consensus on 
the necessity of the measure. But a declaration issued by Buddhist community preachers argued in addition that
while such procedure was mandatory due to the necessity of waterproof certainty on the highest level, in the 
spirit of pre-emption it remained a matter of probability calculation for every individual to come up with its 
own civilian selections which ones to expect within the range thereof and base their individual choices on them.
Specifically, the statement underlined that when elections are being purchased commerce becomes a vote, and 
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called to come out accordingly against external commercial monopoly in order to reduce general military risk.

A separate voice apparently coming from a senior figure warned that the current corporate monopoly in the 
internet economy was the result of an earlier conflict between Simocroft Corporation and European Union in 
which the latter had broken up the former monopoly by the legal enforcement of a basic functional module 
separation principle upon its self-contained management, but failed to clean up the debris thereof, contributing 
to the formation of the current Silicon Valley monopoly which increased both intensity and complexity of 
military risk and transgressive management. This speaker cautioned that only a complete handling covering all 
of the break-up procedure from initial splits to any aftermath elements would be able to avoid bad-to-worse 
development.

A cartoon circulated among special media zombies came to draw up scary Mujahideen warriors putting up an 
apparent pole of lead carrying a big dark green flag displaying the dreaded seal on a top spot of the disputed 
territory, but Western military advisers immediately came out with counter-warnings that the publication was a 
mass media cyber-op pursued by Islamic State Digital Brigades masquerading in the guise of Western gutter 
journalism. Since the officially unpublished Daesh Plan, after its digital brigades have covertly broadcast a 
collateral honey-pot copy thereof over a special media circuit, had hitherto only been circulated in military 
circles, the open decision by the Thai clerics who had quite obviously obtained it from their sworn sheep marks
the rise of above-said flag by the wind of change alone, a Russian market researcher in Hongkong texted into 
one of the special media storms.

The spokesperson of Bangkok’s Media Affairs Bureau said in a televised news conference that propagated fears
for a loss of data content were unfounded, such as breakup of printing press monopoly did not root out 
paperwork, but quite the contrary rooted in freedom of choice into its production, resulting in more diverse, 
developed and dazzling offers than any monopoly fish-wrap. Alienated mass conglomerates held hostage by 
evil corporations against their will and sometimes even their awareness would be led to split up into more 
sustainable entities by the neutral consensus procedures. It stressed that while the concerned corporate identities
deserved elimination by all points of the verdicts involved, it always remained a matter of situation-adjusted 
technicality down to which structural level entities would have to be nullified in order to achieve fresh 
restructuring that could sustain itself without military ingredients.

A Brazilian commenter said on the alleged cyber-op claim that even though the flag drawing was making art of
other’s misery, the case ought to be compared to what the man-of-the-century musician had said about the trade
towers aerial bombing when it occurred: It not only represented but actually brought about an increase in 
beauty. Beauty is to be considered the key argument against corporate monopoly, with the Thai case only being
an instance of the principle of selection significance. The internet monopoly corporations are their own 
economic bogeymen, and the world ought to be spared of their reckless efforts to cover the open consequences 
of their covert mistakes with more covert mistakes. Wherever an unsolicited choice is being allowed as an 
ingredient in the handling of things beauty is the first thing to go away, with moral quality and truth set to 
follow, and not even openly so, but under the cover of leaving the most ugly imitation of itself meant to suggest
it was still there. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Two
Title: Gewindeberg Interviewed On Dollar Crisis
Date: Wednesday, Mar 22nd 2017
Name: Matt Check

Content: This is a transcript of an interview session on the war situation which might be of relevance beyond a 
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local audience due to its economic ideas. Apparently the central bank is doing in a way that if it were a street 
traffic participant it would get the profile of drunk driving.

Q: „Garvey County Radio, Good Morning. On the transatlantic currency crisis we have Professor Gewindeberg 
on line. First, what will you be talking about?“

A: „The Dollar Crisis is an unique case of an economy hooked on foreign reserve currency use. Imagine that 
most of the other farms cannot trust their own barns so they put some of their reserves into the big one which is
yours, which allows you to bully everyone around, even these who don’t, With the result that they cannot trust 
their own storage, and so forth. Imagine further that you inherit the farm and want to make a change.“

Q: „No thanks. We experienced eight years of hat games and the sea levels are still rising. Your change is a 
thug disguised with a plastic flower. We don’t want no flawed change lit up by monopoly aggression.“

A: „Though the Dollar Crisis is unique, the Unitedstates case is not. You will find that even as you get 
interested in righting the wrong, in this case the foreign reserve asymmetry, there will be some in your back 
who would rather want you to drop out entirely so they can take your place and continue the wrong way. So 
there not only is an unique reserve currency case, but leaning upon it there also also is an unique replacement 
currency case, or even several ones each of which is unique in its underlying approach.“

Q: „That’s the fickleness in making change, but what is the crisis?“

A: „The dollar crisis is that there is a situation that cannot stand. With the illegal military bases, an I mean 
illegal according to the true spirit of international law and the very letter of any liveable post-war consensus, 
taken into the picture, that currency is like a building that has already put steel clamps around it to keep it from 
crumbling. It cannot stand because it has become hooked upon amplifying its own negative side-effects for 
performance competitions. You own the cooperative barn, the barn owns you, you run the monopoly bullies, 
the bullies run you. It cannot stand. Literally.“

Q: „Hahaha. You get the birds join unto the chorus. But let’s ground this without trampling the nest. In the 
fraud media, crisis is a big letter word abused to exhaust peoples attention spans to avoid the solving of 
problems. They vent about crisis only to get us to a kind of normal situation of all wrecked and urgent as a 
stress trigger until we become numb on it and underlying problems remain unresolved. For someone only 
looking at banking news, how would they notice that this is a permanent crisis?“

A: „These must not be permanent problems. What happened in currency is that they multiplied the size of the 
cooperative barn but not the number of roof tiles. They inserted empty spaces between the roof tiles and put an 
tarpaulin on top. This is by the way why a return to the gold standard is a reactionary illusion. The monopoly 
size is the main problem not the side-effects of it. By the way there are not so many roof tiles of that material 
available without stealing from the grand-grand-children’s virgin lands. The problem is of a different kind. You
run the storage, the thugs run you, you get a bigger storage, you get bigger thugs. The problem is more military
aggression and a house that can stand ever less of it.“

Q: „I see.“

A: „And I want to add that the bankers have already told their owners, the politicians, I paraphrase, we cannot 
go on like this forever, we must curb printing ever more payment bills, in banking Chinese, stop the zero hedge
policy and rise interest rates to achieve these financial objectives with regulatory means made for precisely 
these purposes. And some of the professionals realise that they are in difficulty because in the replacement 
currency luring for their collapse, zero hedge is supplemented with zero backup. The bureaucrat has the 
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hysteric sitting in its neck.”

„Once again, literally. You find insurers paying cancellation fines for extra money printing orders they made 
for the case of Earthquakes that did not happen. In case of luck, you pay a fine for your precaution. That is 
what is their necks. At the same time, their owner, that is the stooge at the helm of the prestigious Federal 
Reserve bank, is forcing them to set the indicators for it without actually doing it.”

„This must puzzle every capitalist economist, how comes that for political reasons significant interest rate hike 
– that is, putting a cost on printing extra money – is being permanently indicated, without it being actually 
enacted. They signal the would turn around the next corner in that direction, but one crossroad after another 
passes and they don’t. How long will it take for market trust to evade?”

Q: „Let me put a hook on this. Capitalism. What do you say to an anti-Communist?”

A: „Where the dollar has rolled over, you tend to find views that cannot make a distinction between a 
Communist and a Crusader. They imagine human life beyond cooperative domination as a beefed-up variety of 
their on military routine drill painted in red. But hey, communism is further progressed into the nuclear age 
than anyone else. It suffices for one branch thereof to be a nuclear armed military force to provide a firm 
deterrence umbrella for all communists.”

„I have personally experienced in various forms of transport the person on the next seat getting itchy and 
turning out to be an agent – in these situations the nuclear backup putting its balance of deterrence above them
is the only thing that saves our lives from their access. The diversification of the revolutionary movement is far 
further developed than that of the energy markets for instance. This idea that we were to take that what 
capitalism upholds a model for communism is not ours.”

Q: „How do you get this into the head of a banker burdened by the blinkers of trying to keep his everyday 
income?”

A: „What is the result of the uncovered reserve monopoly? It is causing a monopoly of violence and a vicious 
cycle of these two effects fleeing each other while spreading collateral damage without moral limit. I do not 
only mean ever more troops committing ever more massacres with ever more bombs, leaving ever more guns in
circulation, but yet before the economy gets excited and unscrupulous, you get to see the harbingers thereof in 
banking. If you have some overview over what is being done in currencies, then you have already noticed the 
surge in forgeries.”

„As the balance between Unitedstates oligarchy and banking sector gets shaky, they increasingly attempt to 
steal other currencies. There have forgeries been found in at least a dozen of significant – in the sense of 
political independence, significant – currencies around the world, all of which originate from the same 
monopoly source. Most bankers already see that someone is moving the goalposts in the dark again and again, 
but they fear for their jobs.”

„For Gods sake, I have heard of a language school somewhere that is so badly managed that they hire their 
teachers on short notice so they can fire everyone who comes to mention me to pupils without naming it as a 
reason. That’s how their owners work. The other dollars, the pesos, the yuan, all bearing the load of a 
destructive maniac patient. You destroy everyone’s assets to prod them into your monopoly, destruction 
becomes your fingerprint everywhere.”

„These nations have very good reasons to make a fundamental case against the dollar. And they have evidence 
waiting to be put into the legal containment frame to be created necessary to prevent it from proliferation whose
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heat alone is more than enough to convince everyone it is there. The Unitedstates dollar is over the brink, as 
everyone with a functional insight into currency affairs can see.”

Q: „Thank you very much, Mr. Gewindeberg. This is Garvey Country Radio with the Big Morning Splash and 
today’s issue is the dollar crisis. We now get to the multi-billion dollar question. What is your statement on the 
retaliation attack for the Bakersfield incident?”

A: „Good luck man, stay ahead. When the billion dollar toxics are getting so unscrupulous then you know you 
did something right. Prototypically right, so that the wrong ones throw their hated on the imaginable serial 
outcome of it. Again, literally. By now the South American League, the Federation of North American 
Scientists, the Doctors Without Borders, the Non-Aligned Movement and many, many others have condemned 
the cowardly assault on the Miller family.”

„Directly put, I found it disgusting that as a response to what I see as a frank statement that billions of 
unchecked dollars are putting out priceless natural assets at grave risk and that ought to cease immediately, 
these billions of dollars divert a few millions or maybe it was only hundred thousands to desecrate his father’s 
grave site. This is demented. Because the natural person criticises the corporation for leaving toxic waste in 
inappropriate condition, the latter may convince a court that a pair of depleted fuel rods were of the same kind 
as a human being and stage their efforts at the site?”

„Even if it were two individuals in a neighbourhood feud it would be demented, in the asymmetric variety 
thereof all the more so. They should get a piece of paperwork telling them that they must not work that way. 
When I speak the truth about nuclear waste, the corporate liars may treat my associated spots of Earth like their
own waste dumps? That is bad craziness. It is a serious problem we should all take care about that there are 
groups of people who have so much to lose from acknowledging these truths that before it comes to that they 
lose all sense of appropriateness and modesty.”

„It is not only the cost for the decontamination squad that had to pick those toxic pellets from the site and make
sure they left no traces. The problem is if they believe they could intimidate Miller then they also believe they 
could intimidate nuclear waste, and that is where they get outright dangerous for the rest of us. It is troubling 
that they respond to the naming of the problem with another instance of illustrating why it is so important to 
solve it now.”

Q: „Why is it?”

A: „It is not only that the underlying analogy is flawed. A corporate entity is as different from a natural person 
as a nuclear reactor from the human body. There is no suitable analogy. It is besides the qualitative irrationality
a quantitative one as well. Compare the cost of maintaining a family grave to the cost of operating a 
bureaucracy paying secret thugs to desecrate it in a deliberately collateral effort. The installation of the 
decoration was much cheaper than the breaking off of one piece thereof.”

„If you include the flight and the hotel and the income and subsidies etc. wasted on employing the thug for not 
only doing the damage, but also for making it appear as if it had been a careless passer-by charging no bills at 
all, then the financial discrepancy comes into full view. Not only the environmental but already the monetary 
cost of desecrating the family grave is way more expensive than the cost of protesting the nuclear waste dump 
landfill. Not to mention what the grand-grand-children are going to think of it when they grow up. And by 
desecrating I mean the entire spectrum of abuse from breaking the ornament to inappropriate name dropping.”

„If they already now are responding tom us with such a gross disproportion in effort, how bad would they be in
the event of an actual catastrophe? If these standby implications are to be taken into fall-back regulations then 
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compared to what would have to be expected from it all the evils of the twentieth century are minor nuisances, 
because however bad they were, they were not sitting on the fuse of a nuclear bomb.”

„We do find the mathematical proportionality here on another level. It is between the basic risk they cause and 
the surplus risk they cause you. The bigger the amount of currency that might get list in a dry cask meltdown, 
the more a racket of organised irresponsibility will be willing to spend to stile the man who talked about their 
childish endeavour in the tongue of the people.”

Q: „The bigger the shark the bigger the teeth.”

A: „Yes and no. I’d rather say the bigger the fire the bigger the heat. Once more,literally. In the case of the 
nuclear fire, it means instead of people seeing the shadow of their bodies in the born of the wall paint as they 
die in the pre-emption scenario have been prequelled with people seeing likewise distortions of their souls, and 
the mass destruction force is against their souls, and it kills their bodies as well should they lose focus on their 
independence.”

„The currency forgery that was produced and proliferated as a multitude of the cost of the life functions it is 
meant to sabotage represents the cultural fall-out of a currency meltdown. It tells us that we must think about 
the currency situation as something that is set to happen one way or another and requires a safe containment 
vessel in order for it not to affect us too much.”

Q: „How can the Unitedstates dollar get melted down without suffering a global thermonuclear fast-forward of 
climate change?”

A: „We start with the dual use situation of the fissile matter. Anyone who can make a reactor can also make a 
bomb when they desire to. That is the undeniable topology of technological barriers on the issue. A government
office that can command thugs to desecrate graves of opponents can also command them to assassinate 
dissidents in their sleep. All that is in between is a mishandling or carelessness of a control valve.”

„If you believe that could not happen with digital bureaucracy, then you probably believed it could not happen 
in a super-sized steam engine before it happened again and again and again. At least on reactors there are some 
international checks and balances, on government branches there only are human rights reports that cannot even
enforce treaty regulations. If you think the coming dollar meltdown was undesirable as it would make the secret
thugs get brutal on us, change your mind from negative to positive and think about how to create the conditions
for the unavoidable currency meltdown to have a desirable outcome. I say inevitable since as the deadly grab of
the military is broken reserves will be withdrawn and exaggerations kept up thereby will come down.”

Q: „Can’t it just shrink?”

A: „Anyone would prefer so. But the answer is no because if it could then it would not be in the role it still is. 
Vandalising the critics grave is so expensive because it is only the tip of an iceberg of speculation how the 
Miller family might suspect each other depending on whether you damage it on this on the other end. How can 
you expect such a speculation to shrink?”

Q: „Aren’t you there for the answers?”

A: „Are you lacking any?”

Q: „If my bank asked me that I would serve them yesterdays bills.”
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A: „Go ahead.”

Q: „A caller to our Bible Belt Management series asked about the role of President Johnson in the Kennedy 
attack and the experts couldn’t drive it to the point.”

A: „Though it is true that the power of the presidency shrunk ever since Woodrow Wilson entered the world 
war and that of the illegitimate government branches rose, it is unsustainable to assume back then it would still 
have been that big. Kennedy was not the last true man, no pun intended and none taken, as the Americanists 
use to say.”

„I think what really shook the North American apparatus during the 1960s was the role of exile Europeans in 
the Central and South American independence revolutions. Oh, the birds agree again. Yes. The exact details of 
the mutiny on the clueless slave-ship notwithstanding. But what made it clueless was basically its parents 
educating its neighbourhood. And you know that the upheavals of that decade have triggered the most 
significant appearance of scepticism ever observed there.”

Q: „Europeans killed Kennedy?”

A: „No. The panic of his apparatchiks killed Kennedy. And they had made it panic turning the continental 
balance in favour of independence in the early 1960s. But that does not mean that they would have killed him. 
Quite the contrary, they did what they could to stop the killing as we all know that the Unitedstates record for 
these years is genocidal. Kennedy, and by the way Gaddafi as well, suffered an effect that his thugs have 
named „Throwing under the bus” – his peer group realised that they were better of without him, and it had no 
checks and balances.” 

Q: „Wow.”

A: „The anti-Communist war in North and South East Asia turned the last third of the twentieth century into a 
worse human rights aberration than the first two ones, except for Europe. The anti-Muslim war in which they 
tried to convince us they would finally have come to their senses and consequentially lost their last benefit of 
the doubt. Thank you very much for this window of opportunity in your broadcast, and as it is closing soon, let 
me wrap up the Dollar Crisis.”

„Karl Marx argued that the technological tendency of the profit rate that most of the phenomena observed in 
latter day capitalism are in fact mis- or unguided efforts to compensate for it. The reserve and replacement 
currency configurations seen in dollar and euro certainly belong into that category. This is the continuity of the 
medieval corpse economy with stock market means. The economy of death proliferates violence into native 
territories under a nuclear umbrella and relabels it human rights. The barn is vast, and the guns are hot, as the 
poet puts it, the uniforms are shiny and cash is abundant. The central bank is setting the indicator but not doing 
the turnaround.”

„A big land shall be like a big river mouth, the poet says. What we get to see instead is criminal bigots clinging
to a monopoly role above their capabilities, and when that does not work, rampage austerity until it can’t work 
any longer. And then the call to come an rescue as articulated by the so-called Federal Reserve announcements.
No. Just let go of that monopoly claim and your affiliates will rescue you.”

Q: „Garvey County Radio on the Dollar Crisis.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Number: Three
Title: GCR Follow-Up on Double Revenge Case Blackwater/Miller
Date: Tuesday, Mar 28th 2017
Name: Noel Field

Content: Unfortunately, the Bakersfield Incident had to be reviewed for a third time. After the environmental 
and financial implications were discussed in depth with Winston Miller and Joschua Gewindeberg, here is Syd 
Sorge on the life must go on aspect.

Q: „Garvey County Radio, Good Morning. On the Nuclear Conspiracy welcome Syd Sorge. Oil Wells, 
National Parks, and Nuclear Waste Dumps – we know SS, as he is being called among professionals as the 
big figure for extinguishing big fires. Yet this time it is a rather small fire in his home county but with a big 
context. Apparently as a revenge against yesterday’s Morning Splash content reporting on the Blackwater 
assault against the Miller family in revenge for his comments on the Bakersfield Incident, there was an arson 
attack on Winston Miller’s home. Whereas apparently relates to the suspected motive, not to the obvious 
perpetrators and evident incident. Mr. Sorge, please give us the briefing.“

A: „Syd Sorge with a Bad News Wakeup: Fire. The good news: It is already under control. This night there 
was an arson attack targeting a family home here. The arsonist put fire to a wood stash behind the home. The 
attempt was made without fossil fuel, using a newspaper and small pieces of the stored firewood which was 
found in dry condition. The inhabitants of the home were able to extinguish the fire in an early stage using 
rainwater stored nearby according to wood storage safety regulations in drought affected forest areas. The 
arsonist was not seen.”

Q: „How do we know it is not petty crime but a conspiracy instead?”

A: „When we received the notification and reviewed the fire, it was found that the incendiary used was an old 
Italian newspaper carried to the compound by the arsonist. From what could be reconstructed without obtaining
an archival copy, it turned out that it contained a report about a mayor of a mountain village living off urban 
exports of drinkable water having lost a lawsuit against corporate harvesting of the area’s old growth trees, and 
handwritten threats next to it alluding to likewise experiences.”

Q: „Are you saying that this is actually a death threat against old growth trees suggesting they were to burn 
next?”

A: „People do not throw around antics for nothing, only when it means something to them. And there is noting 
that would support the assumption that it was merely the random choice from a wider set of equal options. If it 
had been yesterday’s local paper, or anything which you might be likely to assume at least one copy of where it
is not pre-selected, then it might be different. But we get to that later. It is child-like easy to start a fire there, 
the place is protected by the privacy of its location, there are a great many homes fitting into both these 
categories. The arsonist got away as expected. The fire was immediately extinguished with the proper 
prerequisites. The damage is insignificant like most neighbourhood feuds. But Miller called me in for a review, 
due to the escalation potential contained in the case.”

Q: „Smells like the words of General Cloudy, who said if you make it appear like adolescents misbehaving 
with a bureaucratic earmark then you can start a military coup before anyone can say grow up.”

A: „Sounds like the man commanded a flame thrower unit. With the suitable incendiary you can always extend 
an arson to a dangerous scale before anyone may get ready to fight the fire. This is why courts are so so 
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interested in detailed information on incendiaries, and officers might want to forward the mushroom frying oil 
in your bag to a laboratory when they feel a bad temptation. But in this case the incendiary was thin dry paper, 
which is sufficient to burn dry wood on the first attempt when administered accordingly. The printed content 
thereof is only of collateral relevance of course, but so is the arson in the case.”

Q: „What else did you find?”

A: „According to Miller, the attacker did not only leave but also take something. The arsonist took three legacy
food conserves that had been put out next to the waste bin as a honey pot for looters. Whereas honey pot is not 
literal, because they were vegan. But the stuff had been stored and passed on in his family and got so old and 
tasteless that it came close to an imaginary but real border line between usable and trash material. So Miller put
it out on the shelf next to the bin, such as in the song about the hungry beggar tested with a huge pot of 
cabbage. It was there for any natural person so deeply in need that they would want to take it for free, but when
a contractor conspiracy takes it that is organised crime. Just think it could resurface in places where its ways 
might cause irritations. We must assume that they took it not only to affirm their cover as a beggar diving the 
bins but to turn it into a bargaining chip.”

Q: „How likely is it for someone who tasted these old conserves to be so angry that they would come back for 
revenge. Are the cucumbers not sour enough?”

A: „Exactly. If he had put out Italian food conserves in the immigrant ghetto maybe, but that is just off the 
mark. They were absolutely domestic. The old newspaper that resurfaced here might have been taken away by 
the evildoer elsewhere where it had a meaningful context. We can only guess. It will be investigated for 
fingerprints of course, and research is going to be done about the extra content that got burned. But without 
additional information on the case there is no reliable data which weight this piece of evidence actually has. All
we know is that the arsonist apparently wanted the old growth trees page to burn last, when either no one would
be there, or everyone there so busy that they have closer issues to worry about. And Miller botched that for 
them, so much we know.”

Q: „Congratulations at least. So what does a fire fighter have to say about organised crime?”

A: „Organised crime is a risk that might become relevant to you when you work on solving issues bigger than 
yourself. Many people might benefit from your results, the crime organisers do not like this, you are getting 
attacked not merely to misfit you but to harm these that could benefit. This form of organised crime is a blanket
attack against everyone appropriately following your path. It is like a carpet bombing which you might mistake 
for a single shot because you happen to be the first one in the formation. Oh, you should listen to what our 
crisis teams have to say on it on the level of deep meaning interpretation. Or, maybe not, just think for yourself 
what I said about the carpet bomb and let the crisis teams rest for when they are needed. They hit you once, you
are getting backed up, but since your backup is beyond the enforced context, they cannot hit there, you are 
getting hit once again. Look kid, occasionally people happen to ask me with a serious face why they are being 
called thugs.”

Q: „We have not invited Miller again because it would get centred around his feelings, but did he have 
something to relay on it?”

A: „Absolutely. He told me in a stern voice, hey you guy, you got into my house through the window, if you 
want to meet me, here is another window, get out the same way at once, and learn to ring my bell like a 
honourable being. Innocent or with a true reason. Exclamation mark. You could virtually see the powerful 
larger than life exclamation mark vibrating in the air between us for a moment, so resolute he was. Then he 
took a sharp breath and said in friendly voice: Except that you are a mandated fire fighter I invited because I 
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need to know. He went on looking around the details I already mentioned among others and reassured me thrice
that I may pass on the exclamation mark with due context. But I spare your listeners of carving it into the air 
waves, earth fibres and satellite orbits. I told him maybe he should print his sign ‘Entry only without official 
permission’ in bigger letters so even these who forgot their glasses will be able to read them.”

Q: „Thank you very much.”

A: „Glasses are relevant to us because thanks God I don’t need any so I can be a fireman. In addition to that 
some lenses under some circumstances might be a cause of fire. I have by the way very very successfully 
worked with the Gewindeberg system to eradicate optical micro flame thrower abuse in Asia. I suspect though 
there are some people who would not want to understand even when they could read. And of course I would 
like Miller to extend his fire handling experience and do more. Let me tell you one more basic thing on our 
profession to which many victims prefer the dark glasses of prescribed opt-out ignorance. What is the 
difference between a fire fighter and a doctor? Not the colour. Only with the heart you can really see good. The
fire fighter may happen to put your life at risk, but together with his own. The doctor’s life practically always is
out of risk when it risks yours.”

Q: „You want more of us to think of themselves, or more precisely ourselves like this.”

A: „We get aware that we risk our lives in case we go in. But I may do so if it could be worth it and and 
successful. Let me talk of another basic conviction the two of us hold together. Any human society is inhumane
as long as it contains prisons. Prisons are a lame workaround to avoid making a choice whether a culprit has 
deserved death or a sermon to go. If you cannot choose on many cases, then your society is badly organised 
and ought to be better prepared soon. If it is true what the climate change proof historians say, that the trade 
towers fire was the reichs tag fire of the twenty first century, then members of parliaments ought to commit 
honour suicide if they cannot get out of what they got into. Nobody is to be castigated for getting out with 
empty hands, that is how it is when the building literally is on fire. And it is fully self-referential and self-
sustaining as a meme living off the fact that parliaments can vote to abolish prisons by political will.”

Q: „This is not a joke. I and I may burn down the Rural Park and not get locked up.”

A: „Hey boy, consider the burn that the backpack rocket you will need to get out of there before you get 
cremated alive by it may leave on your behinds if you are not so well practised with their guidance. A forest 
fire once it is beyond present extinction capacity can be quicker than a bike, even quicker than a car avoiding to
hit any trees. And if you want to learn how to control blow-back damage against yourself then you can as well 
explain to me why flames coming out of there would be such great art. By the way, it is only being called rural 
park in order for these people to sue you in case you leave behind empty glass bottles for others to pick up as 
you may be used to from the urban park. In case you like to play with fire keep it in extinction check and it will
not be my cup of tea.”

Q: „From the extinction of fires to the extinction of prisons.”

A: „From the extinction of catastrophic fires to the extinction of catastrophic architecture. Some people are 
appearing to think the major indicator for the well-being of a society was the average life expectancy, but the 
prison population percentage is much more significant and, worst of all, only becoming visible in the former 
parameter when it is too late. When we arrive, the paperwork-assured life expectancy of your house is one 
thing but how far the fire has already got there is a completely different thing. The conservation aspect in the 
choice of extinction means is another, to get the three legs of the first aid stool together. I am glad Miller did 
not bother to call me in over a minor trace of organised crime. This is what everyone must have learned out of 
Bakersfield.”
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Q: „Please give our listeners your conclusion on the incident.”

A: „This sort of drivers existed before the nuclear age. Back then they delivered huge amounts of conventional 
explosives to oil wells where fire got out of check. The kind of people who would stare into a solar eclipse and 
risk ending up as a crater. The other category of victims. The nerves in the eyeball are being called a skin for a 
reason, because you can see the solar eclipse with your skin, just like a tame fire. Now at Bakersfield you see a 
case of a death candidate who had a second thought. They are being seduced to work with inadequate means 
only kept together by the obsolete writing on them. He gave himself a honourable discharge, not a disgraceful 
one. If I were one of them, I might do the same before a frustrated colleague surprises everyone by driving one 
into a vacation jam.”

Q: „Hey guy, don’t take that job, not even when your wife wants you to bring home the money.”

A: „A nuclear reactor is not like a fire extinction vehicle that can be fixed by a trained repair worker with a 
precision hammer in cause everyone around is busy with their own landslide and the grid not available. Not 
even the transport containers for the spent fuel rods are. I guess it is because these morons do not want us to 
develop universal methods of handling items on the border of usability and the fringes of recycling capacities, 
because they fear if we did then we are also going to teach them what to do with theirs, and they would appear 
as pathetic as they are. In their distorted expectations we shall never develop above auctioning off and 
purchasing used stuff for money, with them fake bidding in our necks, and what is below average exploitation 
capacity is discarded like the small branches of thick trees cut for short-sighted profit, except that no one ever 
gets to see it again.”

Q: „There are more household items between for sale and for the bin than our schools taught us. Why Italian?”

A: „It could be many reasons. So let’s pick a sample. It could be that Blackwater is being paid against Miller 
by the nuclear conspiracy to cover up the Bakersfield incident. In Europe, the nuclear industry is resentful over 
being called ‘nuclear mafia.’ That is a household name of a criminal racket in Southern Italy which was 
deprived of its former kingpin role as a robber baron along the African pilgrim route to Europe by the European
Union and the Catholic Church. In the old days ‘Mafia’ was why Africans used paper boats that could be 
discarded upon arrival, in order not to lose any investment to its so-called rescue efforts against them. We could
as well be talking of nuclear piracy, that would put the focus on the pattern of behaviour instead of the structure
of the peer group.”

Q: „You mean those bad-ass fathers hiding behind Italo-American merchandise icons in their offspring?”

A: „I like to remind you that I am not here for handling rumours. There is no confirmation that the truck 
involved in the incident would have had a photo-op of a nude girl riding a missile in the cockpit. But Rome is a
lame duck. Their books close with detailed descriptions of arbitrary travel restrictions in the Mediterranean Sea 
imposed by the pre-Christian Roman empire. Without official piracy, these pilgrims would travel on good boats
firmly protected against the risks of these waters. The only thing that is even more horrifying than the 
Mediterranean death toll is the unscrupulousness with which the senior institution, which after all alleges to 
carry a serious claim of succession of Apostolic will, allows its judgement to be compromised by getting 
involved in re-packaging piracy as rescue effort. I repeat: If I were to start the fires I am there to extinguish 
then I would draw the fire of criticism, will I?”

Q: „Se-he-he-he-he-he-he-he-du-u-u-u-u-u-ctionnn.”

A: „Moral equivalence or worse. Or worse. And it is fully self-referential and self-sustaining as a meme living 
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off the fact that the research on the border lines of usability Miller did can also be applied to blackwater. And 
like with nuclear reactors it recommends to avoid putting the ingredients together. Blackwater cannot be 
recommended for fire extinction if the fire place is to be used again, either as a fireplace or, in case the fire was
unintended or unsolicited, as whatever it was before. And even when it can then only if both the fire and the 
amount of waste water are small enough to be timely absorbed and the soil’s decomposition layer is big enough
to do so. There are probate ways of avoidance and reuse, in that order, whereas avoidance means both amount 
and mixture. Besides the carbon conservation issue it is much more elegant to just let the fire die down from 
lack of fuel precisely when the black tea water gets ready.”

Q: „Wait a minute.”

A: „Hahaha. As you certainly are fully aware, the opposite of black water is white powder. I am talking about 
fire extinguishers. The red pneumatic devices in the buildings drawn into the emergency maps on the walls. In 
this case the client was capable to distinguish between a wood fire and an electricity meltdown. In order to 
handle fire extinguishers, you need to know into which situations they belong and which not, or else the use of 
the devices may cause more damage than the fire they are purportedly being employed against. On this level, 
black and white are the same again. For your education I can report to you that Miller showed me an industrial 
fire extinguisher installed next to the electricity system, which is pretty smart because you do not want to put 
water on there if it burns, but stop the fire with means that do not cause further damage to the electrical circuit. 
So your minute is over, here is a set of different extinction tools ready for use.”

Q: „Last question on the Blackwater/Miller case. At which extra risk are the old growths there by the toxic 
assault?”

A: „Putting death threats on trees is not a light offence. After all you have to physically get out there and put 
the death mark upon them. That is why it is professionally recommended to use old material which has served 
its primary purpose beyond life expectancy for such markers. When we see them made of fresh material 
deliberately purchased for the purpose it indicates that death is much too far in the front of the supply chain. It 
belongs to its very back. Miller told me that he had found death threats against old growths in the area before 
and took the arson as an escalation thereof. The death threats against the rare old growth trees of high 
conservation value not all small landowners might be fully aware of with absolute certainty have not been 
pronounced out of innocent hunger. They are displaying the fingerprints of someone who has tremendous time 
and capacities available to bring about collateral appearances of pin prick attacks. Miller complains that the 
nuclear threats against his person are a danger for the health condition of his relatives. As long as these thugs 
cannot kill people they are killing trees instead. Everyone can notice but no one dares to mention. That’s why.”

Q: „Garvey County Radio, Blackwater/Miller Case Closed.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Four
Title: Ramsay Discusses Milloscope Development
Date: Friday, Apr 7th 2017
Name: Dirk Better

Content: „This week’s Armchair Hour talk has the issues of the state terrorism against local dissidents in the 
aftermath of the nuclear waste irregularity and the massive losses in bee populations found by harvesters.”

„Although administrators here claim to have taken the abandoned nuclear waste back, there is no independent 
proof because the alleged effort failed to involve independent witnesses. It must be assumed that the claim has 
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no more validity than the likewise assertion that doing so required covert action. Very obviously it did not, and 
due to this deception and failure there is no independent verification of serial numbers or the like.”

„All the more telling is that this occurs only now after an anti-burglary window-maker in the area offered an 
unlimited seven weeks cancellation period parking permit on a silver plate to be painted on the ground next to 
its truck entrance gate, arguing it could not any more be seen as a mere handling practice for provincial 
administrators. A day later it was announced that the nuclear waste was no longer in the area, although it had 
been seen moved only by a short distance after earlier such claims.”

„It seems whoever haunted by their guilt has got to hide something from the public which after all bears the 
environmental and other cost of the expendable nuclear luxury. And public includes all these yet unborn who 
access this in the archives when looking back at this decisive year of the world war and what it meant at the 
time. And we the contemporaries are interested to see just right now these shapes of it that will only become 
evident from a great distance. Welcome Ras Ramsay.”

Ramsay: „What it means is the transition from a passive anti-meddling approach to an active one. We must no 
longer only defend ourselves against our enemies, but go after the enemies. By taking on the nuclear waste 
irregularity, Miller did just that. They had attacked him before that, and after he fought back for the sake of 
others, and unknowingly himself as well, their attack went more reckless. But this time they happened to punch
into a hornet’s nest. Ecological Hornets of course.”

„Eco-Warriors in the sense of treetop platforms not agrofuel tanks. Our enemies got stung back by the triple 
public awareness. And plenty. Now is the point to go on the offence and eradicate the evil from the source. It is
the same with nuclear waste. That problem also only can be permanently solved with an approach preventing it 
from its source. The best nuclear waste storage is an uranium finding never mined. Before you jump into a race
where to get rid of the stuff, forget the localisation details and learn how Mother Nature did it, after she 
inherited it from the making of the stars. And let it be there.”

„The enemy responded in an ever more crazy manner because it got shocked by the fact that by simply taking 
care of Mother Nature the man was challenging them on what they would perceive as their own ground, 
although in fact it belongs to the commons. And they could not cope with the situation that not only was he 
going on the offence, he was doing so by means of a step which stands symbolic for going on the offence. This 
is just as if you are telling a yelling madman to shut up in a needle-drop voice whose content he can only get to
by holding a breath.”

„Of course the entire art of this whose effort no one gets to notice from a distance is to get the idiot to want to 
hear what you say while not wanting to hear what you say. Miller did and the result is they did what every sane
being can predict about them, they exceeded their own unscrupulousness more and more until everyone’s safety
got threatened, and the masses started paying attention, and the perpetrators got to feel uneasiness over their 
own imagination of an avalanche of awareness, and that calmed them down a little bit.”

„He did exactly the right thing. When someone would be driving a nuclear reactor with that pattern you would 
have to insert the absorption rods. That’s the kind of people who fail to meet the standards for a reactor 
operation engineer, their employers get them to tamper with the lives of their opponents. Miller can just smile 
about enemies so lowly that they collectively behave like an infant in tantrum who was taught that its toy is 
toxic, and in response throws it into the messenger’s backyard. I would not even trust them with an used car. 
Even if it is in order, if they want to donate it to you today who knows whether not some distraction might get 
them to want to have it paid tomorrow?”

A. H.: „The nuclear industry fights its own grandchildren.”
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Ramsay: „The story is quickly told. It was Winston Miller’s grandson who put a small version of a Milloscope 
into his Milloscope, made from a little puppet microwave oven taken from retail trash where the marketing gift 
of a powder soup conglomerate had ended up after the family packs that included it remained on the shelves; 
plus control hardware taken from a train floor. The output result was a text that would tear your heart out, or 
more precisely about getting your heart torn out alive in a barbarian rush.”

„Of course you can grow it out for God to take care of it all by yourself if the humane environment is suitable 
for it, or more precisely the creation, meant in terms of no creature matching the Creator, but this was about an 
effort of the kind of pulling on the grass to make it grow quicker, or trying to force the Sun to rise by shooting 
at the horizon. In this case, pulling on the live organ like mad to make it turn its inside out ahead time. And that
forced sunrise all painted on the background of one of the crassest poetic metaphors out there, so to speak.”

A. H.: „What has the application of the Milloscope upon itself have to do with the nuclear industry?”

Ramsay: „It is said that only beetles survive nuclear war. If I were to call you a heart beetle, what does it mean,
a symbol of hope and survival or a threat to the heart? I could even use the term with deliberate ambiguity, 
leaving it to my audience to decide, with myself only spelling their whims upon you. I could roll out swaths of 
pseudo-scientific apology capitalising on the distinction whether the dots are on a red or on a yellow 
background and the consequences for the epidemiologist. It would border the biological warfare atrocities of 
the mid-twentieth century and the traumata they left upon children who had their imagination exposed to 
them.”

A. H.: „These people are defusing the war in depth, and hence the military-industrial complex is unloading 
upon them?”

Ramsay: „Your listeners are going to like it. But please get at a professional distance to that microphone even 
when the issue is really moving you from your very very inside. What you can see here is that grandfather and 
grandson are pursuing the same technique. Miller junior invented a way to actually get the milloscope – that’s
how his peers came to call it – kind of take a picture of itself, which is a huge leap from all earlier self-
application efforts. Miller senior did the same with the military-industrial complex, whose trash marketing give-
away the nuclear industry is.”

A. H.: “Now I understand nukes!”

Ramsay: „Now you understand nukes. And the observation is, instead of resolving its grave issues with nuclear 
material, the military-industrial complex is attempting to meddle in our affairs with the most disgusting and 
despicable fraud aiming to change our focus to anything different. To make this understandable for Americans, 
maybe it requires a cultural reference. There was this great young singer, in the North-West if I remember 
correctly, and he really caught what they are calling their American Spirit – with capital S – there with all 
his senses.”

„I say was, because he died of identity abuse many years ago, before they turned into our enemies as well. And
he said identity abuse is just as if you take the other’s feelings about their identity and put them on your brain 
like a shotgun. If you pull the trigger, and that gun is loaded with system manager privilege access, then you 
end up in a blood splatter. So don’t try even without such load. Identity abuse is hate crime, because to the 
perpetrators it is more important to lie about their motivations than to make any material gain, as opposed to 
greed crime.”

A. H.: „Can you offer a milloscopic view of the entire government contractor mess?”
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Ramsay: „As the saying goes, the wanderer carries the stick and not the stick the wanderer; the exception 
affirms the rule. That is easily understood once you realise that everyone is looking at the stick. Having this 
kind of enemy is as if the exception changed the rule and the stick walked its carrier. If you have to argue about
that then you know that you do not have the proper preconditions for going blind into unknown territory, or any
apocryphal term you might use synonymously, which requires to open the mind before opening the eyes in 
order to get at the details that are only perceivable to the heart. But already before that journey really may take 
off it becomes obvious that without any adorable limitations the stick insists on walking the wanderer and 
enforcing a reversed perception. In other words, their vanity is more important to them than our interests and 
the lives of our loved ones.”

A. H.: „There is no love in democracy?”

Ramsay: „The heart of the democratic state is a nuclear reactor. Or another monopoly power speculation 
aiming at its replacement; the exception affirms the rule. You may find democracies without reactors but they 
have foreign military bases instead. There is no love in nukes. There is no love in the military-industrial 
complex. I would sum it up like this: There is no true choice in democracy.”

„Despite triple catastrophe, the necessary roll-back of the nuclear industry is stalling. Governments who 
delayed phaseouts promised to their voters until anti-nuclear activists would begin giving them advance votes 
cannot be expected to stick to their collateral suggestions. There is no such feeling in democracy. Or more 
precisely, any choice therein is false because that system is corrupted. If there was any love in it, then someone 
representing it would be speaking out against this ghastly abuse.”

A. H.: „The silence is deafening.”

Ramsay: „It is the multi-generation unity that really repels the military-industrial complex. On one hand these 
heinous covert attacks on cemeteries and homes of political dissidents are an unforgivable aggression, as can be
seen from the confusion they cause, on the other one they are a pathetic last-ditch effort. The morons figured 
that they will never, I repeat, never convince anyone; and respond to the breakdown of their scare tactics with a
shrill escalation thereof, like that girl in the web video said, clinging to their grave aberration as if they were 
just suffering a neurological failure.”

„This is so because they are seething that they cannot get between generations, which is what they want. They 
want to destroy families by speaking to the mother in the voice of the daughter and to the daughter in the voice 
of the grandmother and so forth, until the families collapse as if they were towers they had built. But with the 
Miller family they came to bite on stone. And that even though the middle generation Miller is not interested in
these technical issues at all, but only in his botanic garden and social standing.”

A. H.: „Millstone of course. And now for the news. What has happened at Bakersfield?”

Ramsay: „What you see in the aftermath handling of the dry cask truck is a showcase example of political 
wavering. First the attempt to keep the issue under the lid and the dangerous cargo in the neighbourhood, based
on a bet that no one would be paying attention, and after people started paying attention an u-turn without an u-
turn so to speak towards an attempt to get the issue out of the light and the dangerous cargo out of town as in a 
theft. That is a kind of policy that is more of a self-referential reversing of itself than an issue-referential 
policy.”

„We must assume that this particular dry cask trailer might be way more dangerous than others, maybe it got a 
more toxic or more corroded content or both. Or maybe it is a fuel rod set which has a dead body of a worker 
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stuck in between that fell in years ago and never could be properly removed and regularly buried due to the 
radiation issues. It could be anything, even without the knowledge of the quitter driver. What is for certain, 
whoever designs this dropped scalability preparedness. This tactic cannot be generalised to all the nuclear waste
currently in circulation. It is stupid design.”

A. H.: „You mean like the European Union on genetic manipulation and its byproducts, switching back and 
forth between allowing and banning it, although the promised gain in food security clearly is not worth the 
proven risk to biosphere integrity?”

Ramsay: „That is a good example to call into mind, although from a different context. But it underlines the role
of corruption in the effort. What you can see in both is money dominating its owners to live only for it, and just
with the same dishonesty with which they do that they also handle the issues that might make their money melt 
down, such as the dangerous malfunctions of their insane speculations to make more money. Let me say 
something on the link between the financial and the nuclear crises. First, financial crisis is when the money 
printing press runs hot, which it does, and nuclear crisis is when the spent fuel pools run hot, which they do.”

„Second, uranium effectively has taken the place of gold in banking. Of course you cannot pay anyone in 
uranium, but what secures the external investor trust in a currency is no longer the attraction of a gold stash 
somewhere deep inside, but the reverse perception of a deterrence by a nuclear warhead arsenal. In other words,
money is radioactive, the military-industrial complex is holding the currency hostage. Nowhere can this be 
observed clearer than where charlatans dictate fixed prices to governments for letting reactor corporations off 
the hook. There is no number for that. It could turn out to be anything. Filling in your parent’s Marriage Day 
just to have some number is a bad idea.”

„Besides that, it is necessary to liquidate the reactor corporations for clarity reasons. A spent corporation is not 
like an used blackboard that could serve a new purpose, but like an old cloth that will rip apart again and again 
in the spots where it is most difficult to repair. You can cut up the reactor corporation for patchwork, and reuse 
the management office furniture in the infant food advice service point, the reactor building floor lamps in the 
hygiene museum and the plant’s gardening subcontractor as a storm damage handler, and so forth, but the 
brand name and business sign are reserved for the waste storage, and not to be reused for let’s say wind park 
marketing or the like, just to make that unequivocally clear.”

A. H.: „Can we not put the nuclear waste into the central bank using the same rooms where the gold was and 
everyone would be happy?”

Ramsay: „No. The other way round. The failed currencies are going to be put with their nuclear waste, and the 
central bank will be obsolete. It could only be turned into a seed bank in case we were designing ever more 
species just like money as in the worst speculations of the genetic manipulation industry, and thereby make so 
much money that we were to take over the currency. You can only turn it into a genetically manipulated seed 
bank, and that is worse than none.”

„To pick up on your question on the European Union, it is wavering on the issue because there are member 
states failing to enforce unequivocal public rejection. Of course, neighbouring governments then cease to take 
them serious with regard to the nuclear reactors and fuel pools along their fences. The same currency means the
same nuclear waste. The industrial and the military one. That is why it is being called military-industrial 
complex.”

A. H.: „The Bakersfield Incident is the proof that it does not work that way.”

Ramsay: „In case you want still more. The Bakersfield incident is justification enough to get international 
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atomic agents into Unitedstates and search all nuclear facilities for the missing trailer and storage unit to have 
an independent inspection of it. It is an occasion to point out that the International Atomic Energy Agency is 
not a Non Proliferation Squad when you need one. It is not really international although it is a declared 
amendment to the Unitednations organisation.”

„It is currently disabled to provide advisory rescue in the Fukushima case because it is being led by a Japanese 
government pick, and no government can pull out itself out of the liability swamp. Even the often criticised 
human rights commission is more international when you have, for example, an Arab government pick 
investigating a Mexican government failure. Every nuclear incident is further proof that it does not work that 
way.”

A. H.: „What would you get if you put nuclear waste into the milloscope?”

Ramsay: „Miller junior has actually done this in an one-time study, with a piece of medical nuclear waste, the 
third category thereof. More precisely, he put it into both versions of the self-application device. In the retail 
trash version, it produced a product description of an hairbrush with a manufacturer claim that unlike others it 
would not lose thorns from use. In the household item version, it produced a huge list of toxic factory waste, all
of which non-radioactive but poisonous for environment and species, such as plutonium does not only kill by 
radiation, and allegedly contained in a specific area around the hospital where it had come from.”

„For a counter-check, he then did the same with a bundle of boar hair collected from a forest in the wider 
Chernobyl aftermath zone. It produced a product description of a toy gun for children asserting scared parents 
from all directions that the plastic from which it was made was not emitting poison when being chewed upon, 
and a local fragment of a threatened species atlas listing which ones were in which danger including its causes.”

A. H.: „And this is it. Time is over. After the news break, the other half of the Armchair Hour on the bee 
losses.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Five
Title: Grimmelshausen Appearance At London Speakers Corner
Date: Saturday, Apr 15th 2017
Name: Hoimar Mung

Content: This Saturday noon, a contribution announced under the title „Lame Duck Trump – Has The 
Establishment Taken Over the Selfmademan?“ turned out to be a Valentin Caspar Von Grimmelshausen 
appearance. We document a transcript distributed after the speaker left a stack of a hundred on leave.

„Has the establishment taken over the selfmademan? This is the question haunting the streets of political 
capitals and the discretion of diplomatic channels alike since the repeated occurrence of the expert ejection 
effect. Inner workings advisers are being replaced like spent light bulbs. Except that replacement is not a hand. 
Well, it’s a gambling hall guy, not another Thomas Edison. But it seems to be more than just bad performance, 
with the former being only a side effect of hostile takeover by establishment oligarchy. To some it seems what 
it took Bush a war and Obama two terms, namely an attempt to defraud the core constituency in less than a 
hundred days. Despite people getting excited over the issue, it has happened before all over the centrist 
spectrum.“

„But before I am going to talk about the Trump case in depth, let me make a few things clear: Thank you for 
staying, despite the risk of the imperialist dropping something on all of us as quickly as it can, and please keep 
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your fingertips in check until I am gone and any eventual applause has ebbed off. That’s the safest way for 
everyone. You know they would like to get in lock-step with me against my will, and you know a matter of 
principle when you see one. As long as these meant to guard the rules are breaking the rules for their particular 
interest no one is really safe. Now to the issue.“

„The philosophers have only interpreted the world differently, but you know what matters. I want to tell you 
the content of a recording stored on Kwajalein in the Marshall Islands Colonial Legacy Museum, a phonograph 
roll manufactured for one of the audio recording machines constructed upon the designs of Thomas Edison in 
the second half of the nineteenth century. The items come from the heritage of Dutch anthropologist Karl 
Koch-Grafing, who travelled the colonies and left recordings of a meeting with King Sirotitsni III. of Antigua 
and Barbados, who sang a creation myth in the indigenous language, part of which is documented on the 
phonograph roll, and was translated into several European languages by Koch-Grafing.“

„In the beginning, it says, God was hungry. He made a fire called the Sun and placed his belongings around it. 
Then He put a cooking pot called the Earth on it and created life to get ready to satisfy His needs. For this, He 
made two or three continents to bind them together and hang the pot from their centre. The first continent was 
as big as an ocean, with subcontinents, archipelagos and islands, mountains and plains without end. The second
continent was still huge but compact in form with only a chunk split off to signify it was not entirely 
monolithic. The third one was actually a mere subcontinent, but with all the complexity of the other ones 
carved in.“

„Then He saw that He had only spent half of the material for the purpose, created another three continents and 
attached them to loose ends of the first one, two in a row in one place and one for itself in another. But there 
was still material left. Then the food gets ready, and since the recording ends here we do not know what 
happened next. Yet the fragment of the last known stanza suggests that a devil or criminal or demon of some 
kind comes around to try to detach the outer continents from where they are and attach them to the small one 
all in a row, with the purpose to crash the pot from a distance when it becomes ready. The history of the world 
is a story of true and false territorial arrangements. So much on the indigenous people of Antigua and 
Barbados. The whole tribe was soon thereafter massacred by colonialist marine soldiers.“

„After Koch-Grafing died, his research materials changed hands several times. Bureaucrats on both sides are 
now getting hot over the paperwork preparing a return of the materials to their original location – including 
the commercial machine that produced them, of which Sirotitsni was explained that it was like a sea shell 
through which he could speak to his unborn grand-grand-grandchildren. It is an international legal precedent 
case. The return of the intellectual property of the massacred is preparing the ground for the understanding, 
judgement and compensation of the massacres, with some regions in Africa bearing a hundred years backlog of 
such cases. Since Unitedstates replaced the European colonialists, restoration of independence has been stalling.
Let us from here zoom in on the latest woes of imperialism.“

„What is currently going on in Unitedstates is a systematic deconstruction of illusions. President Trump 
expressed this with anecdotal clarity when he shrugged off someone’s squirms about Putin of Russia bearing 
blood on his hands with the implication that he had many of the kind in his zoo. This is to be taken in contrast 
with so-called neo-conservative ideas about an unrealised American ideal or dream or idol. What had put 
Trump above the other candidate was his understanding that Unitedstates is not a moral role model in the 
world. Instead, it should correct itself first, as expressed in the ubiquitous campaign motto, and get ready for 
adjustments.“

„Trump does not even make sense for himself. He is driven by a scared neo-conservative mob clinging to 
everything he rightly despises. Yet while the assault against Libya was a broad campaign of the military-
industrial complex to take over government bureaucracies, what occurs now resembles more the surgical, in the
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sense of adrenaline surges, the surgical meddling of the Clinton terms than any neo-conservative suggestions of
making broad deep changes to solve vast chronic problems. The neo-conservative complex can only bring 
about much disruptive noise but no grand strategy of convincing itself in front of others that it was in fact 
making the world a better place.“

„By the way, that it is the spoiled military lobbyists you can see from Trumps u-turn on the expendability of 
legionary alliances. But the cannonball appears to have flown hardly further away than his feet. Trump is being 
walked by the establishment, yet at the same time the neo-conservative counter-offensive appears as a 
monstrous punch into the water, a bizarre remake of the Osama bin Laden assassination craze without an 
enemy face. That brought nothing but a photograph with the caption the ugly grin of barbarianism which cost 
the lady her election. To drop an insider joke, as Frank Zappa said, if you do not vote my recommendation I am
going to shoot that dog.“

„Trump is riding a wounded beast, or it is riding him. But calm observation leaves no doubt that Unitedstates 
conduct is currently driven by pain and aggression. Whenever it hurts too much, Unitedstates is innocent even 
when guilty. The problem is, once that rule is being played out, whenever Unitedstates is wrong then the other 
side is in fact innocent even when it would appear as guilty. What is causing the ejection of experts is a rather 
evil banality. Being the useless idiots they are, the deciders of the military-industrial complex thought about 
what they could do without presidential order to boost their influence, and found that they might raise more 
false flags.“

„Then apparently some kangaroo panel somewhere in the bowels of the apparatus with a grotesque apology that
it would help investigations okayed the use of fake poison gas in false flag setups. That is, covert shills may 
pass substances to their targets that would appear as chemical agents, as to seduce them to commit terror 
attacks that then could easily be disrupted at low risk by special forces lobbying for increased spending. They 
started doing so inland, and as the apparatus is working, actual poison gas delivered to entrapment cases abroad
followed. It came to reach a momentum where it did no longer matter whether witnesses would use that 
material to bring about an undeniable leak, or possibly other cans instead.“

„With the poison gas issue serving as a kind off neuronal narcotic for all the lobbyists, the apparatchik regime 
then started lashing out in a frenzy craze. Before the assault against Libya, the opponents of Gaddafi were 
forced to make Gaddafi’s mistakes. Thereafter, they were making their own mistakes. Although the aggression 
against Syria that occurred recently is uncoordinated and relatively mindless in comparison, in this aspect it is 
similar, only the other way round. Before this, these blinded by chemical alarms have made their own mistakes,
now they are making Trump’s mistakes.“

„His worst mistake currently is, he failed to tame his watchdog, it is spoiling the neighbour’s lawn, he corrects 
his mistake with a bulldozer, his neighbour calls him crazy. That is Trump’s current Syria policy in a nutshell. 
The only ways out are visible punishment of the loose cannon apparatchik who smuggled in the phoney 
poisonous entrapment without minding the effect it has on a spoiled bureaucracy, or deliberate application 
thereof for all the neighbours to see. That is what the international community is deserving. Shut up that loose 
cannon. If you can’t, get international help. Unitedstates has been offered human rights development aid, which
is standing available to take.“

„To see the entire hopelessness and desperation of the so-called national security complex or military-industrial
agencies, or as the award-winning folk song answers the caption contest, the ’Ocamabare Alchiperago,’ I may 
finally draw your attention to the recent shrapnel bombing against the United State Merited Chorus of Antigua 
and Barbados. This is a reggae chapel on the Caribbean islands which recently came to surprise experts in the 
field of high arts with drawing jazz awards like an electric magnet draws iron wreckage, although it is totally 
out of genre.“
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„It was set up by the governments there upon formal independence and throughout the unification process 
successfully fought off all austerity measures to reassign its operations from the heritage to the tourism 
department. But once they sailed their band boat for a gig to the Bahamas, there happens to be a shrapnel 
suicide bomber at the bus stop nearly killing them. There have been two or three attacks of this type in this 
region over the last two or three decades, but this one is hot. The bomber was dressed up as a Palestinian, with 
disputed ethnic garb and a background story construct and so forth, to make it appear really really real, but 
everyone in this room can see how this spells a lie.“

„First, it uses mock poison gas as a lure in domestic entrapment efforts. Then it uses actual chemical agents as 
a bargaining chip on abroad seduction efforts. And when some of this happens to show up, the next thing it 
does is to blow up shrapnel abroad in a false flag attack. What surgeons use to call a surgical job creation 
program when they are among themselves. This is the kind of aggressive war criminals to which nuclear bomb 
surrogates are not a step away from spoiling our generation’s radiological footprint, but in fact a step towards 
such sacrilege. Three strikes and you are out, forget about that nuclear club.“

„It does not matter much whether Trump ordered this or whether he failed to tame his toxic assets. And here is 
why. The only measurable result it achieved was that the USMCAB has now come out with a solidarity cover 
of ‘Da-Da-Daesh,’ the heartbreaking memorial ballad whose creator had been tortured to death in the brutal 
Daesh abduction from a tour backstage immediately following its publication. There are some people who 
really like to hear that song on that wavelength. But that very likely is not a result it would like to claim as its 
own.“

„Then, we have not heard whether any naive targets actually went to the point of breaking a flashy vial in a 
subway train full of covert forces standing ready to catch up. There has been reporting on the next domino chip 
though, the chemical agents placed abroad produced a giant smoke cloud. And the blast of the shrapnel false 
flag and its international echo could only be overheard in the thick forests behind the bare mountains, where the
mushroom clouds still are tiny enough to be plucked out without hurting their root network and the rain washes
the roofs away.“

„Very likely the USMCAB bombing is related to the so-called CDC, the Coalition of Democratic Citizens, a 
complex front-end group set up in the Caribbean as to lure possible targets. This actually is merely a pompous 
chill-out lounge without any self-sufficient ideas, but as a remote-controlled distraction it is very active on 
some of the islands. It has been behind the recent smear campaign against the chorus. The usual way this works
is that these groups pick up a rogue suggestion from a trash channel what they could to, and then the means for 
it pop up behind the closed doors of their members’ homes when they return from their meetings.“

„The CDC actually is not a coalition, because it does not unite any mutually independent groups with their own
standing, it is not made of citizens but controlled by foreigners from abroad, and whether it is democratic is left
to your own judgement. If you go by the definition of it being something that is as unsatisfying as it is because 
all the alternatives happen to be much worse then it is not, it has just attacked a better alternative, apparently for
not being worse. And just in case you would not think so, the CDC as well is not something the enemy would 
want to present as a showcase of its results. It would be too embarrassing to show everyone that their strategy is
dragging on its own misery.“

„Now, what has one thing got to do with the other? It should be obvious by now. The bombing was meant to 
bring about a distraction from the treasure I mentioned in the beginning. The enemy intended to prod away the 
chorus’ attention from the island’s own history. For that purpose, it produced violence that would remotely 
resemble the shape of what it intended to distract from, as to confuse untrained outside observers which is 
which. It was meant to directly intimidate those aware of it, and to appear as devoid of meaning for anyone 
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unaware. The intended result was to make people forget of their history by substituting it with nonsense.“

„This makes it clear why it is of subordinate relevance whether Trump has a firm grasp on his national security 
mob. Their tactical approach is so desperate that it is in fact a mere detail whether someone is riding that 
avalanche or not. Instead, the point is that the enemy is acting in a decapitated fashion. There is no reason in its
actions, only the desperate attempt to shine brighter than whatever else might come to anyone’s eyes, in this 
case historical recordings illustrating that American military occupation bases are worse than obsolete 
everywhere, not merely in the Caribbean.“

„If Trump is too weak to carry on the anti-establishment beacon, and getting absorbed by establishment 
corruption then it will have to be done by outside forces. If Unitedstates cannot rid themselves of their trojan 
oligarchy by themselves then we must do it for the interest of ourselves. It is so last but not least because that 
oligarchy is a threat to everyone’s lives, as it could be seen in the USMCAB attack. These people did not do 
anything that would attract Western hostility to them, but nevertheless when Unitedstates decided that it was 
useful for it to bomb them, it did without any moral hesitation or restraint.“

„In the summary, it is more likely than not for the USMCAB attack to turn out to be a giant mistake 
overshadowing a dozen bays of pigs, you have heard of that huge mistake I should suppose. It unloaded upon 
an easily available high profile target as a prop in a demented script aimed at derailing ethnological research 
that could, I repeat, could bring about more independence. Is not independence supposed to be considered the 
good thing even by their founding fathers? Apparently they do not matter in regard to this any more. Why 
would anyone pull a false flag when it does not rise up the mast? The answer is insincere ideology and false 
consciousness. And, as much as that matters, phoney faith. Now, goodbye and duck and cover.“

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Six
Title: Bob Dylan Announces „Noble Prize“ Successor
Date: Saturday, Apr 22nd 2017
Name: Vernon Miller

Content: The senior artist who found the notorious dead dove peppered with laboratory-made pestilence germs 
in his front yard last year has announced that he decided upon a candidate to whom to pass on the body now 
frozen in a special hybrid refrigerator with its own emergency diesel. Bob Dylan said at an unannounced street 
performance in Auckland in benefit of drone war victims that he wanted to pull the plug in his front yard at the 
earliest possible date, and get the seed-rich cargo ready for awarding it to the Afghan Taliban. He added the 
gruesome attacks of the last days showed that they needed it much more than him.

Dylan was flanked by a row of award-takers from other branches, all of which had found the dead doves in 
their habitats, who said that they would add theirs from their respective laboratory or home freezers, with some 
emphasising that they had not even been aware that it was toxic, adding for example medicine and peace to 
literature.

All of the artists, activists and scientists and everyone in between stressed that the so-called „Noble Prize“ 
originated from a marketing campaign of an explosives-maker that over the time of generations expanded into a
fireball reaching far beyond the corporation’s customer relations events, and required to be squeezed back into 
proportions compatible with its purpose.

Dylan said the Taliban deserved the awards due to their unique use of Alfred Nobel’s technology for the triple 
purposes of artistic creation, scientific performance and active peace-making.
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He underlined that the Islamic research body was worthy of all the branches of the highly controversial prize in 
honour of its widely successful public education effort conducted for the benefit of the enlightenment of the 
global village, using public attacks in order to depict the anatomy of covert operations, plus an extra excuse by 
notorious gun nut Syria Paying for American troops spreading American habits into their territory.

An award-winning economist, who opened his speech with the statement that he had copied most efforts from 
someone known to be more likely to reject a bomb than to take it and hence never tossed a war dove, gave a 
report about scam science vehemently endorsed by Dylan. Scam science, also known as junk science, is the 
science of scam or the scam of science, depending on implementation, like risk management, only more risky.

The science of scam researches the scam of science, that is scam masquerading as science is being looked at 
with a scientific method and exposed as the scam it is. The other side’s pride it is however to cloak its scams 
into scientific appearances, and in doing so to keep up with reconnaissance and exposure, but for true scam 
science that is not where the work ends but where it begins.

The speaker exposed an instance in which scam perpetrators had been masquerading as research scientists 
running a phoney experiment in which they would attempt to reduce an actual scientist’s funding through all 
kinds of bureaucratic tricks, and measure how long it might take for the scientist to give up in despair. The 
scam perpetrators then claimed to have gained insight that could be used for the management of research.

But the speaker stressed that it was not worth anything for real world use, because it was from a situation in 
which the scientist was defrauded over the true cause of the withholding of the funds, and would naturally 
divert some research capacity to figuring that out in order to make a change, depending on its estimations how 
reliable the given explanation for the lack of funding was, as well as on its actual reliability.

As the speaker pointed out, since the phoney set-up was based upon fraud rather than upon transparent scarcity 
of information, results were worthless for transparency-oriented situations. Another scam was targeted at 
auctioning off a target scientist’s research materials and laboratory buildings, and measuring the response as to 
work out corporate proposals how to efficiently shut down censored branches without transparent debate and 
logic.

A third form of scam science mentioned as an example here occurred as scam perpetrators had taken a criminal
effort to steal research materials, and when they feared taking the heat for their crime they broke into yet 
another office to steal educational materials not for their own use or that of their customers, but only to cover 
their tracks, stir up confusion and stifle criticism with a demented implication of belittlement.

The scientist said that this was an example of hate crime, as opposed to greed crime. While greed crime may be
forgiveable within a certain extent once the loudest protest is that of the stomach, for hate crime there is no 
such relative justification.

He said, if science is compared to a field with a thousand flowers blossoming, then the greed criminal is the 
person who takes plants without tipping the roadside cash box. Love may be a forgiveable motive, for example,
though not necessarily a lasting excuse. On the other hand, the hate criminal is the one who takes the business 
sign a few miles down the road to the botanic garden as to undermine someone else’s effort without even 
taking a gain for itself; and even an additional waste of work, since it is much bigger than a business card.

An engineer followed up reporting how he had cracked into a scam science program and boiled it down to a 
matter of research providing valuable results for understanding the nature of scams and the mindset of their 
perpetrators. Of course scam science is not science, as little as dish water is soup. Scam science is the kind of 
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science that does neither fill nor clean any dishes any more, not even as a first step in a cleaning procedure, but 
only reshuffles the waste.

He said whether it was being called scam science or nuclear science was a mere matter of wording, and that to 
him Dylan’s top catch-phrase in the widely known song was a serious warning of radioactive fallout. How 
many roads a person would have to walk or block to have a reactor, processing factory or mine shut down, he 
said was a matter of experiment depending on so many different variables that it was worth taking the effort 
even when countless people have done it before.

He then elaborated that the scam perpetrator had disguised and even regarded itself as a social scientist that 
would be approaching people with prescribed multiple choice tests. But the content of the material was 
obtained illegally in unfair competition using eavesdropping devices, burglary tools and other weapons of mass 
destruction. As a result, all results were worthless, since when confronted with it people would not or not only 
respond to content, but to the fact that they were seeing evidence of capital crime against themselves.

When he took the scam perpetrator’s cellphone, put it into a milloscope, and fed the output back into the 
device, he said the whole set and setting radically changed, and his counterpart had turned into a mentally 
disabled person clogging the floors of its nursing home with toy cars. Of course his peers then scrutinised him: 
How do you know for sure that the person is retarded? Very simple, the engineer said.

When I asked it to get its toys out of my way so they would not get damaged, it did not, but just turned them 
around telling me it assumed I wanted to see their other sides. When I then asked it to provide an explanation 
why my needs were not respected in the behaviour, I got the absolutely lame excuse that they were there to 
help me. 

You know, like for finding the child molester it does not matter so much which body parts had been touched 
upon with fingers, eyes, words or thoughts, but that the child molester is the one which insists it was helping 
the child with his actions, the one which displays the cover of hypocrisy as thick as if something shaky was to 
be found underneath.

Of course the abuser does not actually help, but hurt in way designed to make it exclusively necessary to take 
its assistance so it can covertly dictate the terms. The help excuse is only there to give the abuse and covert 
dictatorship a higher priority than any daily life routine, which is why many experts have described the 
employment thereof as morally suicidal.

He also ran an extraterrestrial intelligence search algorithm on the detail content, but no significant meaning 
could be deciphered from the pattern of the arrangement of the toys, the engineer elaborated. Yet a retard 
would take a grotesque sort of pleasure out of seeing targets display their feelings about crime that is nothing 
but its own evidence, or vice versa. From finding that occur, I know, although not being a social scientist 
myself, the speaker closed, warning of the grave dangers scam science poses to human society.

Bob Dylan followed up with a comment that one reason why the Taliban deserved the explosive award was 
because they would dare to make the conclusion that against crazies of the described kind even terror attacks 
can be a means of help, namely when they are being synchronised with the context-loaded abuse to mark it as 
what it is across the space/time continuum.

He pointed out that many years ago a Taliban spokesperson in a press conference answered a question on the 
handling of the American gun-nut with the explanation that it was necessary to make a distinction between 
legitimate and illegitimate government branches, and for the latter it was necessary to get cut in entirety and not
merely by part.
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He added that with their employment of explosives as the big drum in the orchestra of international diplomacy 
to which people would listen more than to their own parents, the Taliban had convinced him that they were the 
right ones to make a true choice to whom to pass it on.

He closed the session with a widely laughed-at remark that such as bomb squads treat a bomb like a „baby“, 
any scientist should treat this award, and vehemently oppose any splitting up thereof with the demand that if 
they cannot have it completely at least the other person should, for the sake of justice and integrity and truth, 
and last but not least the option to pass it on without having to hold a vote.

Critics commented that while many recipients still regarded the dead dove as a portfolio pearl rather than a 
toxic asset, by adding a hybrid fridge which would be a bad idea to store unplugged inside, Dylan had turned 
the „Noble Prize“ into a „Darwin Award“ with a little help of his friends, while critics of the critics followed 
up that this was only appropriate given what made the money it was sponsored from.

Taliban offices did not directly comment upon the assignment, but a statement today asked French Muslims to 
vote for a candidate which would bear the resolve to step down and schedule fresh elections in case an EU 
bureaucrat was elected in a neighbouring country, in order to put France’s coming abandonment of the 
bureaucratic bloc on a transparent condition.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Seven
Title: Venezuela Presents Human Rights Development Program
Date: Sunday Apr 30th, 2017
Name: Lucifox Deppler

Content: In a televised speech held at Caracas’ Oil Well Security Headquarters in front of operators, 
researchers, managers, emergency personnel, foreign embassy staff and officials concerned, Venezuelan 
President Maduro on Friday presented a 2x23mn barrel development aid program projected to improve the 
human rights situation under the Trump administration in Unitedstates. The package is directed at specific 
recipients in the political backyard of alternative-left impeachment succession candidate Sanders; thereby 
aiming to break the chains of commercial domination over the political process in the multiplier breeding state.

Maduro said in the speech that his intent was to help emancipate his country’s Northern brethren in order to 
achieve an appropriate unification of the two half-continents under the banner of independent socialism and 
form an united regional group in the world body through the achievement of complete denuclearisation of the 
Western hemisphere. The Venezuelan president emphasised his intent to be all alternative forces’ closest ally 
within the notorious oil cartel, of which some commentators say its strongest members treat their Unitedstates 
counterparts like dissidents there are used to. While Venezuela currently is experiencing an oil crisis with the 
cartel attempting to dump its most emancipated member out of the world market, Unitedstates society due to its
currency and military abuses is still at large part living in an oil bubble, with even alternative forces remaining 
largely unaware of their government being turned into a janissary stooge.

In front of a long row of drilling site, port, refinery, stock exchange floor, international and foreign institution 
footage watch screens, Maduro said that he had taken samples of watching North American grass roots 
dissidents on some of the countless national video broadcast channels and found an educational need that could 
not be fulfilled by the ender generation there, because Unitedstates is a broken nation where inter-generational 
balance is limited to only a few families with no political balance upon them. Specifically, its post-nuclear 
generation, which never got to know anything better than meltdown news and agency presidencies, at large part
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appears helpless against the colonialist state ideology which likes to see a bite in any lion and a butcher in any 
communist, while itself pursuing a policy of throwing dissidents to the lions of the twenty-first century.

He stressed that the South was vitally interested in a healthy North, which would mean for the latter to 
overcome its moronic exceptionalism issue and find itself as one in many through the ideology of socialism in 
the spirit of the great late Fidel Castro, who helped his neighbour Eisenhower to face down his military-
industrial complex, and the iconic Southern leader Ernesto Guevara who got martyred in SOA war crime. One 
example of the political illiteracy there that might explain some of the turbulences currently visible on the 
scene, Maduro said, is for example that this generation has largely forgotten of the war crimes its parents 
committed with chemical weapons, and therefore fails to see the mortal sins in Unitedstates making chemical 
accusations in international organisations, as well as to properly fulfil its dissident role. Maduro said that the 
development aid would take the form of advertising time purchased into video broadcasts in North America, 
and that the time would be filled with educational micro-clips of unaltered oil market footage selected by his 
OPEC handling department.

The Venezuelan president then emphasised to the crowd that this would fix two hooks with one screw – in a 
day and age when one multinational corporation swallowing another was bigger news than a statue of Lenin 
getting damaged in a fascist coup, political illiteracy required to be rolled back where it was most necessary, 
and the non-aligned sector in oil would obtain a stronger voice to expose the inner workings of the cartel to an 
interested public. For the sake of coherence of argument and policy, the amount of aid would not be defined in 
currency but in raw oil, to be sold with revenues funnelled into the educational advertising use. The president 
emphasised that in order to not bring about a geopolitical imbalance, the same amount would be given to 
sovereign Korea in raw material, to respect needs and capabilities in giving to both sides in their respective 
kind.

He argued that being familiar with the death toll of oil from the time before anti-communist hatred infected the 
North of the double continent, his country understood that at least some in the younger generation have begun 
to grasp that e. g. Palestinian tunnels are not Nazi autobahns, and that any assassination policy going for low-
hanging fruit first is pre-configured to leave its pursuers with an enemy of butchers through hostile selection, 
whatever the matter of conflict may be. He said that having suffered the woes of the oil market for three 
generations in a row, including assassination policies, there was triple awareness thereof, while other members 
of OPEC did not even have oil-aware grandfathers, a key fact unknown to many younger observers.

Nicolas Maduro mentioned in detail one case in which a dissident was held hostage in the basement of a 
camera preacher, left with little more opportunity of learning about the real world outside the oil bubble than 
getting ever more sophisticated in parroting his father’s style. For these oil orphans, he said, all the heritage 
from their European line is little more than brand names they attach to whatever fits the cost, without any 
awareness of history and its development. Whenever these kids asked their parents to make a change, they were
told by all their professionals that nothing fundamental would change for another two-hundred years at least. 
Well, that is how long their evil empire has lasted so far. Now the fossil markets such as oil, gas and coal are 
the first places where it becomes evident that this is not true, and people are beginning to think about which 
changes could make sense, and may get to the point of figuring out which of the latter might work. 

Maduro stressed that in accordance with the principle of non-interference, the Venezuelan state would not 
dictate any specific lessons, but instead provide working materials of the described kind that could be useful to 
substantiate any possible lesson with facts necessary to achieve inter-generational awareness of underlying real 
world problems such as the existence of an oil cartel. He added that development aid ought not reinforce or 
bring about dependency, and therefore only be applied in a form which respects the recipient’s full sovereignty,
though no illusionary excesses thereof, elaborating that directly sponsoring forces which could become parts of 
a development towards more human rights recognition there was too much association, and ignoring them in 
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search of fully aware ones too little, while the educational hiring of advertising time allowed for transparency 
of both revenues and content.

He also elaborated in front of an ecological training room freshly put together to upgrade the skills and 
knowledge of officials, that although the content thereof was open even to foreign tourists, his government 
would not engage in ecological education but only provide advertising viewers with the professionally selected 
segments of raw footage already used for the training of Venezuelan oil managers. He joked that his officials 
could use the content sharing as a benchmark that their choices were not out of context or off the mark. He then
added with a serious face that all such content would be marked accordingly to give it a transparent association 
at the first glance.

Sitting in the department’s empty conference room with the flags of other oil-exploiting nations standing on the
table, Maduro said that the new program also was meant as a compensation and reparation effort with regard to 
the crack Cocaine abuse vehemently pushed by the Unitedstates assassination policy as a means of discrediting 
witnesses and preparing some of the heavier war crimes. Among others, Unitedstates has deprived the people in
the hemisphere and beyond of the indigenous Coca leaf, leaving them with inferior extracts of the powerful 
plant’s complex substance mix or even substantially unrelated nomenclature surrogates, and made it a pretext in
its assassination campaign.

Maduro stressed that while availability of the native species was a matter of international politics beyond oil, 
unlike other sacred herbs for that one an extract would always not only be worse than the whole thing but even 
worse than nothing, yet the human rights development aid might be able to bolster these elements of society 
that would otherwise be quenched by the collateral damage. He argued that chemical extracts of pharmaceutical
plants of the described kind could be regarded like energy-saving light bulbs in comparison to classic glow-
bulbs, providing only a part of the natural spectrum and leaving the rest to guessing, good enough for the 
toothbrush but not for the dinner table; and electromagnetically as active as a loose cathode ray-gun when kept 
too close to the human brain, while the glow-bulb despite using electricity is no more dangerous than a piece of
charcoal even when it breaks.

He said due to the limited understandings of most of the members of the boom generation, fresh dissent in the 
Northern half-continent existed largely in a currency bubble, and in the worst case unaware of its scripted abuse
by government agencies worse than any element of the oil industry in terms of compensating their inefficiency 
with cost excesses that would spoil the entire sense of appropriateness among officials. Leaving the national 
flags, he said that he was worried for his country to get a bit too deeply drawn into an abyss of violent 
competition, and in the true spirit of socialism, like Karl Marx did it in the book, would like to leave the last 
word to someone else. The man then closed his appearance with the international hand-gesture known as the 
Smiling Buddha, holding thumbs and fingers in circles like a yogi, and taking his hands to his eyes to see 
through himself.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Eight
Title: British Euro Secession Background Lesson
Date: Friday, May 5th 2017
Name: Omar Idom

Content: At a renewable energy independence seminar in Harare, the arguably first stringent scientific 
explanation of the secession was presented by speaker Ras Ramsay. While the secession issue often appears 
loaded with group programming and most arguments boil down to the comparison that if democratic capitalism
is like an oil spill, nationalism is like the chemical to make it disappear from the aerial footage – it does not 
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really remove it, but only absorb it to fall out at the ground – the political meaning of specific secessions often
remains to be deciphered. So in the London-Brussels case. Here is the fresh take.

„I thank for the inside report on the Greek transport workers strike and would like to mention a related example
of the risk unions face by monopoly and the common benefit they may produce by sparing others of the task. 
As everyone here knows, the British government in London announced it would secede from the Brussels pact. 
The propaganda media framed it as such that it would retreat from the pact, but that does not single it out from 
its members. The European Union, which is not an union, but a pact of states, yet its name is European union, 
is getting into a condition of decay. That is the surface view. But we are going to look at what has come 
between London and Brussels.”

„I name the capitals in place of the pact because Brussels is host to yet another pact – Nato. And that is where
the deep rift between the governments in London and Washington is, if you look below the surface. The entire 
European Union disagreement is not all of it; although it is there and very real in many points, it has become 
absolutely obvious by now that it is being pushed by figures with a second agenda for which they jump on an 
issue they actually are not interested in. And that second agenda is that they are somehow grumpy about their 
so-called ally and rightly so, and they want to live that out without living it out, so they stir up the issues along 
the other Brussels pact. This is why the whole anti-Brussels discourse on the island has so little to do with 
sovereignty, but in fact obtained a dishonest direction.”

„Next, what is the London-Washington, or so-called trans-Atlantic issue? It is the oil. Or more precisely the 
history of the oil, an issue which requires these who know it to overlook these who only know how to fantasise 
about it. Otherwise you would end up in a scholastic dead end weighing how many Angels might fit on a 
needle tip. And the root cause of the entire Brussels unrest is that there is a new fantasy about it, and it comes 
from the oil sector.”

„What caused the secession movement there to inflame the government is that British officials discovered a 
rewritten version of their particular history of oil that appeared as if it was lending a hand to them, but at a 
closer look turned out to be a blatant trap. It was obviously a forgery, and attempting to rewrite their oil history 
in a seductive manner profitable to its authors.”

„As everyone in the field knows, Britain obtained its external oil concessions through blatant fraud committed 
by its espionage bureaucracy, which was so bad that the local king who had done little more than accepting and
enabling that fraud a generation later was booed away by its population in a revolution going on up to that very 
moment. But our focus is on the perpetrator side. And this is why I mention the issue in the Greek context.”

„When it had obtained the foreign drilling rights, the king there set up its British petroleum corporation with 
the configuration that only one half of the power was in the hands of the espionage conspiracy, while the other 
was put into the hands of the military navy admirals. They had to agree on oil operations because they 
organised the transport. This model ran through the first half of the twentieth century until British petroleum 
became an American satellite.”

„A few years ago, the British government found in its archives paperwork concerning the oil sharing issue, 
which it had not evaluated before. There was a handwritten Additional Protocol to the concession handover 
treaty signed by the representative sides which suggested that the role of the navy was from the beginning 
meant to be ceremonial only, and all of the influence to be exercised by the espionage branch, and that this 
would have been the declared will of the tightest possible personal security. Which is obviously crap, because 
at the time the labour market could not offer the required language skills. Nevertheless the next finding were 
hitherto unknown past evaluations suggesting that despite being discovered so late the sources were still good, 
or how much fun a fruitless investigation thereof would have been at least.”
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„The underlying tone of all the documents and statement of the series thereof was, had the British only given 
their espionage conspiracy unchecked power over their economic choices depending upon the oil flow, they 
might have won the world wars by themselves, and therefore today would be a better ally or best friend of its 
allies. As you all know, the Russians fought the world wars to victory, and the Americans only intervened to 
reap the fruit of others after the tide had turned. Britain was a dwarf first sidelined by the Germans and then by 
the Americans.”

„France, by the way, at the time was a zombie, in the sense that it did not win the war, and later was taken as 
another prop to distract from Russia’s role. I forgot to mention the blame it on France statement. And here you 
have a blatant attempt to rewrite British oil history from the outside as to get it in line just like the Americans 
did to France in the middle of the twentieth century. As a result, France is leaving a monstrous pile of military 
nuclear waste. Such is Britain, and the establishment figures who have so quickly turned themselves into 
figureheads of the secession campaign are the ones which are clinging to it, because apparently when nuclear 
waste decays long enough it decays into veto privileges.”

„I suggest the British understand very very well that once they have their energy history distorted by a bigger 
rival it is only a matter of time until they have their veto taken out of their hands as well, because if the 
influence is complete who needs a second one in series? Maybe the navy side understands a bit better than the 
espionage side, due to their respective accounting habits. One could say, if the British swallowed that Molotov 
cocktail then they would be absorbed by their bigger ally and lose more than they could win, and even the 
establishment cannot deny so.”

„In particular, the navy side says the finding of the paperwork proves that the espionage side’s janitor failed, so
it could get in, and that alone strongly suggests that it should not be entitled with a monopoly veto command. 
One commentator who can be counted as a voice of the admirals wrote that the navy is unclear how it would 
like to be represented in the balance. Because it has turned from a formal board into a informal issue, the navy 
is currently being represented towards the espionage conspiracy by the government. And the government there 
is playing the hat game with Brussels that you can see.”

„The tendency is that the admirals intend to return to a more formal representation, in which unintended 
balance shifts do not echo that much. But the espionage side due to its conspiracy behaviour pattern has 
difficulties acknowledging that such a balance is there. Some admirals see the ruling conspiracy as a dementia 
case in a wheelchair of its energy supply line operators. The commentator quoted a pensioned admiral who is 
actually living in a wheelchair with the verdict that a person who cannot pick up a lost wallet and who cannot 
stand for having kept it sealed before handing it in or over cannot be called a sovereign citizen. That is how 
they see their espionage conspiracy.”

„Talking about wallets, my advice to the British would be to ask the British Zen teacher who invented the ankle
bite trick against pickpockets. For these who do not know, give the pickpocket an ankle kick, soft like a good 
watchdog’s warning bite. Its learning followers will see how it ignores it because it thinks it was one of them 
and keep the lesson. But he also teaches the strong bite, as well as what to do in case this one turns out to be 
dog-resistant.”

„That is something that can be said from a distance with clarity. Plus what the elder admiral had said, just that 
you might have been playing with miniature soldiers as kid because they happened to be in the grandfather box 
and the espionage apparatus figures that out from the photo albums does not mean a formal call to duty, 
although the ideology of totalitarian information association does suggest so.”

„Having said all this, you might ask, then why does anyone feel a temptation to forge this kind of paperwork? 
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Is not every raising child aware that a pen dream dictated is a dictatorial nightmare? Is the outcome of France 
having been forced into an inconsistent role, if not a self-contradictory one to say the least, not instructive 
enough? There are strong reasons for secession. But what you can see as well is that secession is the 
conservative treatment.”

„It cannot solve the issue – in this case, the oil exploitation balance – but only maybe reduce the pressure on 
it. It can achieve little more than prepare the surface for a deeper idea. Hence it ought not come as an irritation 
that the bottleneck element, in this case the navy is at the front row of the secession movement, since it got 
something to cling to. And the consensus is that it narrowly convinced the electorate that something better than 
grown-out conspiracy is appropriate. What that is going to be is not to be defined from that point though.”

„I conclude the forgeries are being committed as to obtain or keep an upper hand in the interpretation thereof, 
and as the secession movement against Brussels made the people stronger they are being bombarded, I say this 
is full red awareness, bombarded with distortions suggesting that resulted from the bombardment. After all 
these are the same suicidal morons who also bomb hospitals after they bombed homes. Maybe you get an 
impression of the effort it takes to verify whether the persons producing the bombs do know where they are 
being dropped and vice versa, for example. Because without certainty in these details the stuff is more 
destructive than instructive.”

„And yet, if you put everything on suspicion that addresses the reptilian brain without getting just as close to 
the human one, it will not only catch forgery but some poisoned reality as well. Which is not the same, just like
for the miniature soldier it is not the same whether it tramples the flower stepping for ward or stepping back. 
Yet in the heat of actual battle it is, or effectively appears so. This is the fundamental flaw of any suspicion 
tactics using any form of reverse conclusion as its stepping stones.”

„The challenge in the forgery is that it requires readjustment of precedent benchmarks again and again, and that
this is a task that requires brain nodes rarely used for other purposes, and if load spikes come as a surprise then 
like muscles they might get to ache too much before they can cope up. Hence I talk of bombardment with 
forgeries, because it aims to derail this adjustment by overload. This is by the way also why an oil forgery is 
such a fitting precedent, because some of the energy exploitation techniques that leave toxic assets in the Earth 
surface are of a similar kind.”

„Which bring us back to the issue of the British admirals and the ‘European Union’ because oddly enough in 
this constellation they are the union and Brussels is the corporation. There is so much anger over the blatant 
attempt of manipulation that it can hardly be ignored that it is of the same kind the Americans committed 
against France after its collapse in the twentieth century. But the navy cannot prove that it was Americans who 
produced the forgeries, unless you make a global list who could have the unscrupulousness and the 
technologies to commit this kind of crime, and cross out everyone who has not; and that selection would still 
contain the British themselves.”

„We will disarm them. I postulate the crime cannot be resolved from looking at target archives, but only from 
perpetrator documentation once the short-cut proof to justify doing so does appear unexpectedly and triggers 
immediate action. The conservative British government is not a conservationist force in the sense of e. g. 
biodiversity and likewise antics. But since this is so it has got something to lose, and that is the driving force 
for the current absurd constellation there. Secession does not merely mean that one member leaves the club, but
that the entire club is going down and the first member closest to the exit jumps off.”

„Hence the voice of the admirals is back-peddling from the spent imperialist haughtiness, because it is healthier
to pre-empt expectable meltdown with successive breakdown. Personally, I think they have just had a few too 
many mysterious deaths of the Thatcher or Churkin kind in their surroundings. These people could not stand 
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the shock to realise how toxic their asset is. And I believe they die with the feeling that their death is ferrying a 
message to others with whom they have shared a part of their ways, teaching them how to remain calm over the
common asset, and how toxic it really is. And their choice you see is their way of coping. But ask their families
how they died, not me.”

„I can only tell you that you can have pure death on a silver plate without any of the many, many gruesome 
ideas that take so much effort to put themselves ahead of it. But I would rather not mention it in a pogo. We are
now one generation over the neutron bomb, so what is an irregularity with a birth certificate in comparison to a 
clouded death certificate? They see the sky above them and say no way. They know their generation. Knew. 
And the remaining survivors like to fix it without finding their graves touched.”

„The entire narrative how Britain would have defeated first Germany and then Russia as a top janissary under 
the American nuclear umbrella if only the navy admirals had asked the espionage racket for a gag order is tree 
rot. Not true, not alive. Meant to distract from the fact that these people died, and these drilling concessions 
were annulled with revolutionary guards. Like the so-called terrorists only with another message. In this case it 
is the necessity to solve the issue once and for all. Wheelchair admiral was quoted with the saying that if 
espionage was a medication, with these side-effects and unintended consequences it would never have got 
certified.”

„Any naval device that goes beyond weather monitoring brings them in conflict with trade customs, and must 
be transported off the market road anyway, while the espionage side has a free pass on all customs even for 
arms trafficking and proliferation due to the so-called security law packages your representatives fail to 
unbundle for security check during their overtime. As in the Greek situation, it would be unwise to reject the 
admirals as groundlessly grumpy seniors. It is as if the trees suggested to you they do not like to become Trojan
horses. Besides the fact who needs Trojan horses when you have hollow trees?”

„The so-called European union which is not an union should be transformed into an Unitednations branch such 
as there are others for other occupation-affected territories to help them end occupation and achieve sovereignty
in the form a branch thereof can do. As what it is it is as obsolete as the other Brussels pact, Nato. Can you 
imagine it as an Atomic Agency branch? I conclude these findings weigh enough to stipulate full-fledged 
annulment of all concerned pacts because in this situation invoking an assistance clause would be the mirror 
opposite of the thief crying stop the thief. It is impossible to predict how likely it is for these pacts to be 
transformed into something useful, since it depends on the quantity and quality of pressure to be built up to 
force the foreign military occupation back, out and away.”

„So what can be said with certainty is that for these interested in the structures remaining to be used it is also of
interest to make it go away rather sooner than later. If they screw off every bit and piece and then put some 
together the way they were, maybe, but let it come to the whole thing first. And these who know me know that 
this is not a plea in favour of the Unitednations organisation, as I chose to remain agnostic on the issue of its 
survival, it is merely a perception which should be interesting for these interested in it, and maybe also possible
to be interpreted as a challenge to make something of it I would not make myself but then find as it is.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Number: Nine
Title: WHO Demands Apology For Bin Laden Assassination
Date: Sunday, May 14th 2017
Name: Archibald Dutshown

Content: An expert panel of the World Health Organisation on Sunday has filed a formal request to 
Unitednations to call upon Unitedstates to apologise for the assassination of Osama Bin Laden to all concerned 
parties involved. The document says that the alleged danger by the Islamic underground preacher was vastly 
exaggerated as to mislead unaware soldiers into slaughtering inside witnesses and destroying inconvenient 
evidence of Unitedstates war crimes.

Bin Laden was killed in an airborne thug assault six years ago, and his corpse embezzled by Unitedstates war 
criminals, avoiding formal judicial procedure. At the time, a video conference link from the death squad to a 
meeting of leading members of Unitedstates government had caught much attention, resulting in what some 
members of the press more or less openly described as top level government officials visibly displaying their 
barbarian leanings in facial expressions triggered by the footage. Undeniably, the suspect had not even been 
combat-ready.

Dr. Heightfold who was chairing the investigation said in his opening statement that the handling of foreign 
war criminals by Unitedstates forces was a reliable benchmark for their claim they were actually doing good 
and not evil. He elaborated that this handling sharply deteriorated over the last decade, specifically with the 
change from the Bush administration to the Obama regime, with Trump lacking any positive inspirations to turn
around that development to the better. While the former had ordered captured Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein to a 
military tribunal performing an execution, his successor took on Bin Laden as if he was out for raw meat, and 
then had the war against Libya fought on the lowered integrity level; and the current decider lacks any ambition
to prescribe a consistent line to a death-ridden apparatus.

Correct handling of war criminals is being considered essential, since evasion of justice may cause further 
assassinations such as in a case of a Nazi war criminal who was spared execution at the Nuremberg Tribunal, 
only to be covertly assassinated decades later. Heightfold explained that flawed Unitedstates policy in the 
twentieth century had been the only obstacle to holding a follow-up tribunal a few years later to fix the errors 
and leave all individuals concerned with a clear situation.

He added that Bin Laden’s stance on the use of weapons of mass destruction – that is atomic bombs usually 
thought of as thermonuclear mushroom clouds or radiological contamination, biological weaponry of the kind 
of genetic manipulation or species extinction, and chemical armament that is as easy to obtain as the signature 
it leaves on battlefields is to read – was not providing any legitimation for a perception of above-average 
danger posed by the individual. He then explained that Bin Laden had done extensive research on the control 
technology used for nuclear warheads, and even published a thesis describing how it changed on the gap 
between the cold war and the post-cold war period.

Boiled down to the essentials, the thesis says that during the 1980s the control mechanisms between a trigger 
soldier and a nuclear warhead were planned, developed and understood by a single person who would do all of 
the construction and programming work and then have it peer-reviewed by a multitude of experts. With the 
1990s, this changed to a new level on which these control mechanisms would be developed by a herd of 
technicians under a manager remaining unfamiliar with a significant share of low level workings of the ever 
more complex technology, and no single individual would be able to read enough of the code of it to 
understand all the technical steps.

As a result, the mechanisms would often be developed with insufficiencies, and when it would become too 
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complex to correct them, for example because technicians familiar with that part or piece had been pensioned in
the meantime, and reading their code was deemed to difficult a task, they would be reconstructed from scratch 
again and again. In the argument, Bin Laden who is said to have been capable of playing the microprocessors 
of his generation like a concert artist plays a piano or a violin, lays out that when the control mechanisms are 
developed in one mould a technician can figure and ferret out an operational error by the classical method of 
understanding the problem, understanding the requirements of a solution, and making a conscious change. 

However, when the programming is a mosaic of a management nightmare, the elimination of operational errors 
itself becomes a trial-and-error endeavour of the kind of screwing yet another beam to a Babylonian tower – it
might make it stand longer, but no one can logically explain how it would have entirely removed a described 
instability. Like in the regular rebuilding of collapse-prone architecture, a development manager would rather 
arrange his herd in a new fashion and order all the developers to do all the work again, than be able to make an 
understandable change. 

When software is degraded from a piece of handicraft to a depiction of bureaucracy, the most significant side-
effect thereof is that sabotage and other malfunctions cannot be understood and pursued properly, but the 
conflict between an attacker and a defender becomes asymmetric. The defender has no true chance to 
understand the causes of vulnerabilities, but rather stumbles over a complexity gap behind which replacement is
significantly cheaper than analysis. As a result, these systems in their overall performance are less reliable than 
the earlier ones moulded in one piece, but no one can know why and how and under which circumstances this 
might make a significant difference.

In his early thesis, Bin Laden argues that this strategic shift in the speculations on thermonuclear war is more 
relevant than any doctrine change from mutually assured destruction to pre-emption. Heightfold argued that 
when Bin Laden compiled the paper in the aftermath of his followers’ victory in Afghanistan and the retreat of 
the Soviet occupation there, the change from one mould control to mosaic control was already largely through, 
and his analysis of trigger mechanisms he was familiar with in comparison with these newly appearing in the 
military markets concluded that for his movement it would not be suitable to invest in a nuclear arsenal, 
because under the conditions of a Long March through the world collaterally using widely available 
technologies the damage thereof would be much bigger than the benefit. 

And last but not least, it would not be possible to take responsibility in the technical sense of someone 
understanding what he was doing, but only as much as the software development manager had been able to 
take. In a footnote, the thesis mentions that a nuclear arsenal developed the classical way instead of being 
collected from the markets might still be a desirable goal in terms of conflict theory, for someone capable to 
take that role on their own, but not for a whole political movement vulnerable for example to false flag abuse. 
Unitedstates deliberately misinterpreted this criticism as an attempt to hijack their warheads and began 
attacking him with car bombs.

Heightfold said that the only threat emanating from Bin Laden was that he might have been able to argue the 
IAEA Secretary General out of office by stirring up the agency’s health department against the risks of 
currently widespread practices, and that this might explain the hostility. The iconic 911 attack on the so-called 
North American trade towers he is often identified with was independently developed by one of his followers, 
who had understood that once the trigger mechanism of the nuclear bomb exceeds the logical complexity of an 
anthill, everyone under the imaginary nuclear umbrella is as vulnerable as an ant on a piece of firewood.

He added that the main reason why Unitedstates had declared Bin Laden an enemy of their state was that they 
resented the contrast-rich complementation of traditional and industrial knowledge represented by the 
personality, which they came to deem dangerous to their containment frauds, their our bastards policy and their 
moral corruption. This unchecked resentment then brought about its government order for an extra-judicial 
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assassination, whose advance signs can be spotted in the records of Unitedstates currency rating agencies, and 
whose ugly motivations can be read from the faces in the presidential assassination table round.

In legal arguments, the Bin Laden assassination is often being quoted as an example of the moral deterioration 
proliferated by the so-called „drone” airborne assassination system. Once there is a technology which provides 
live video footage from an assassination at a distance, the feature is being requested as a manual emulation in 
concert with earlier techniques which do not provide it. Just in case it required any other case to be made 
whether remote-controlled killer aircraft have influenced Unitedstates’ moral condition, for the same to be said 
about hostile perception proof was spilled across the newsrooms.

When some cold warriors misinterpreted Bin Laden’s work as an indication that they had less problems than 
they thought, Bin Laden quipped and countered, if those devices on these loose management triggers are your 
nuclear bombs then you have got way more problems than you might be able to imagine. Ironically, this comes 
very close to the world’s current configuration. When there are too many surgeons on the patient, no surgical 
strike of any kind will lead to desirable results. This is essentially the Bin Laden stance on weapons of mass 
destruction, both to the military diplomacy performed around them and the technical workings performed 
inside. According to Dr. Heightfold, Bin Laden could probably have been delivered an international war crime 
court order by the same forces that would have handed him a speeding ticket in case he had caught one.

But instead the Arab anti-monarchy icon fell victim to an ideological obsession that had painted him as a 
scythe-wielding scarecrow in the American imagination, and thereby woken up simmering genocidal greed in 
Unitedstates soldiers. After the assault, one of the soldiers replied to a journalist that he would rather have gone
after Clinton instead, but was censored by the military bureaucracy to the distortion that he would regret not 
having participated. Dr. Heightfold explained that the assassination squads were being put together by national 
security agents working inside the military according to an agency rule prescribing how to outmatch any 
pockets of sane personnel inside an unit by surrounding them with a majority of ideologically obsessed wrecks. 

He underlined that this was only possible by intentional and systematic abuse of medical records for purposes 
incompatible with the guild creed. He then elaborated that a military doctor who compiles an assassination 
squad unit using documented psychopaths without any everyday life skills as sergeants to be put in command 
of foot soldiers with personalities robust enough to maintain at least some everyday life skills that make the 
entire constellation work in the first place, in terms of individual responsibility was not any different from a 
mechanic putting shrapnel into a bomb, although the underlying job profiles are vastly different because of 
course the human being is not a machine. 

According to Dr. Heightfold, this does not only produce toxic assets in terms of state-run thugs, but also 
proliferate into other sectors of society that may seem rather unrelated. He said he was just weighing a theory 
Bin Laden had put up, namely that the weaknesses in the trigger technologies used upon nuclear warheads were
of the same kind, because software firm managers, whether aware of it or not, had just emulated the behaviour 
of their doctors, only replacing the psychopaths with designers, with the result that installations of software 
produced that way are ageing like living beings, and at some point die upon their machines like organisms of 
old age, only that they can be installed again, because the minds that had worked together to produce it are 
getting out of touch with each other.

Framed in terms of today’s cyber-attacks, most of which are being waged against non-violent public 
infrastructure since they come as broad as carpet bombings, he said, it is as if you think of the nuclear warhead 
or missile in its depot with a control button to be pushed for launch, and the trigger software was an 
uncoordinated and unfocussed guard, as opposed to an aware and alert one. An attacker only out for the 
broadest possible damage would want to attack the unfit guard because it is easier to defeat and conquer. Bin 
Laden however, in the abstractions underlying nuclear warfare, thought of the fit guard as the more honourable 
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challenge, because the purpose of conquest is not to fire off the nuclear warhead but to keep it unused as a 
trophy, and in these terms a precedent-level fist fight is worth more than a grab for low-hanging fruit.

Heightfold said Bin Laden actually was needed to testify on the characteristics of the extinction risk in context 
of ever more inconsistent and volatile control technologies. However, humiliated by an alternative professional 
teaching its followers how to reproduce the effect of a nuclear bomb with surrogates to be realised by everyday 
life skills, such as traffic flight redirection into high profile targets or multiple redundancy of attacks to relay a 
clear message of intent through all rumours, instead of making the case a precedent showing everyone what is 
wrong with their nukes and their trigger technologies, Unitedstates chose to demonise and assassinate the 
person, making it a matter of fresh evaluation which side of conflict murderous aggression is to be found on.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Ten
Title: Does Washington Need An External Governing Council?
Date: Thursday, May 25th 2017
Name: Christian Hauffen

Content: It was architecture critic Sano Gralis who filed a formal complaint to all non-governmental 
organisations concerned including the defunct Unitednations organisation that he had received a business letter 
from the notorious „Central Intelligence Agency,” a parasite branch of the Western government, requesting him
to provide death certificates for CIA officials committing suicide under his supervision, in a dishonourable 
exchange for being offered membership in the agency dated back to what in the ethnic discourse is being 
described as „Reagan era.”

Gralis said in a garden fence statement that he was not interested in being associated, and that any other place 
was good enough for them, whereas some places would be better than others depending on flora and fauna set 
and setting among other circumstances. From a distance it might appear as a good idea, but at a close look they 
are not competing tribal warriors but the degenerated bureaucracy appendix of badly administrated mass 
societies. For an official harbouring the intent, he added, the appropriate continuation of its daily life habits 
would be to use the media technologies of mass societies to ask for an informal comment, without attempting to
trader the two things against each other. This would also definitely out-shadow all quantitative uncertainties.

He elaborated that that fraudulent offer, despite its untruthful nature, showed the collective death wish of the 
military-industrial complex. But Gralis also said he reserved the right to delegate any issues of death certificates
for CIA officials coming to him to die to whomever,and would not share undeserved privileges against 
unworthy associations. Apparently moronic agents seem to imagine honorary suicide like a phoney graduation 
ceremony with nonsensical hats. Gralis said whatever they might receive from him they might also find in the 
wild.

„Politically, the case illustrates how Washington in its geo-strategic failure desperately attempts to outsource its
suicide problem. This has happened before, because even the statistics are clearly saying their military is mostly
combating itself, but never that blatantly stupid as now. I have to weigh what it tells us about the quality of 
their insights that they would expect me to swallow this depleted exchange. Erroneously. Lack thereof. 
Sometimes weakening does not produce remorse but a cut-down version of haughtiness. This is the case in the 
Unitedstates case.”

Gralis deliberately did not provide a proposal of administrative measures to be imposed upon Washington as a 
nation to achieve complete nuclear disarmament America-first-style in short time. He explained however that 
there was theory that it had already happened in the form of the trade towers air plane attack, which in shape 
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mimicked local emergency procedure identifiers, as a means of pre-emption. Gralis said he could be quoted 
with the fragment that if these towers were still standing, probably the CIA would not file a death certificate 
request but instead come to kill him and forge one to make it appear as his own bad decision, given the dis-
proportionality of purpose and effort already found.

While the export of the Unitedstates suicide problem to occupied territories and their surroundings is more of a 
sign of collapse than of confidence, it is also an echo of a development that took place only a little more than 
one generation ago. At the time, the CIA was lobbying the Saudi kingdom to do this, which finally resulted in 
the signifying attack, and today they are doing it to themselves, while the crossover of an Arab exile 
government and a nativist guerilla movement without a native territory, that is being demonised as the heart of 
terrorism, has transformed into the second greatest obstacle to any fresh fraud Washington attempts wherever in
the world. In this context, the double attack of 2001 was the alarm sign that Washington already has an external
governing council in the form of the Saudi kingdom in Arabia.

Gralis said that this was not an issue concerning his space and added that he would like to keep it like this. It is 
however a matter of concern to the Eastern hemisphere as well and not merely to the Western double-continent 
that this problem is being solved independently. The collapse of both depleted entities must be made possible 
without any collateral dangers to people. He reiterated that the environmental cost of war cannot be accepted in 
the face of increased climate severity. An air patrol for example is as easily expendable as an obscene offensive
gesture, and so its fossil feed. Nuclear disarmament is not an environmental gain but an end to further 
environmental losses.

On request, the critic explained that this export of suicide despite revealing its condition also had a poisoning 
effect upon Unitedstates themselves, namely that some share of its population might mistake the next 
Unitednations-founded holiday resort in the region as a variety of the Saudi kingdom in different ethnic 
colouring, resulting in yet another share thereof then arriving in Riyadh with the imagination it was just like the
other stops they had got to know, although in truth there is no close genealogical relationship. But these 
dispatching difficulties merely are a reflection of a reflection of the death spasm that has befallen Washington, 
resulting in the military losses profile of the imperialist empires only in a more refined form. As the old 
wisdom goes, sometimes the difference between two mushroom clouds can only be told by looking from the 
bottom.

Gralis pointed out that with his analysis of the duplicitous request he tried to administer a homoeopathic dose 
of external regulation upon Washington in order to achieve a burn-out and die-down of the death spasm, 
cessation of malignant exports and ideological efforts etc. Only a greed-driven attacker against an open source 
movement would abuse restriction of knowledge to misguide intuition, or expect the latter to reciprocate on that
level, and ignore that restricted knowledge is not to be restricted to cause damage but to avoid it, like fire in 
incendiary configurations. In the same way, he said, the knowledge for honour suicide is in the open source 
without poisoning it, for these who need it to find it.

Gralis argued he would rather openly plead for self-organised honour suicide by rogue officials seeking 
exculpation. He stressed that it did not need him to write any individual certificates, since anyone could 
reconstruct how they died and whether their choice of death was suitable to compensate for their sins, and if 
they did not know they could ask until someone would explain them. He closed that the enemy appeared 
confused as it was very obviously offering a toxic asset as an attraction.

The question could be posed differently: What might happen in case the Saudi domination is going to break 
away? Probably at this point this would not result in independence but in replacement with whatever 
replacement is going to appear in Arabia. It is this why the entire Eastern hemisphere is interested in a 
successful change in its geographical centre, because it provides a possibility for change in the entire Eastern 
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hemisphere by means of mutual independence of the two meta-continents.

Freedom-loving people want the Saudi regime to be replaced with a decision-making effort over its American 
janissaries in Washington that leads to a calm end of the janissary role, complete nuclear disarmament and 
controlled roll-back from all occupied territories; and finally a rebirth of the spiritual independence of the 
Western or „New” with regard to the Eastern or „Old” world (or World). It has been independent until it was 
stolen by the secular crusade (or colonialism) and will be again, such as our side only its way. Despite of 
suppression, it bears a healthy grasp for independence in its own midst. But it requires to be completely 
extracted from this side of the world for ours to heal. First. I mean extracted first. By ourselves best. Carefully. 
Independent.

Gralis said that he had been asked on the doorstep whether the fraudulent offer was so blatant because it was a 
leg of Washington’s foreign policy stool, and had answered that this theory could be put together with reports 
that the crown successor of Thailand found a similar letter in his desk drawer without an envelope or an 
explanation how it got there, and the Saudi king had taken that very bargain back then already; yet he would 
not guarantee for it to stand. But it is enough when it falls, or should there not be an effort to collapse it with a 
smaller impact than an accident radius? This was the answer given in form of the trade towers attack, and this 
is why that attack has this transparent meaning.

With this in mind, the question can be asked which kind of decisions could be taken for Washington as an 
external decider that could have any positive effect for the rest of the world? Once these are identified, all the 
rest of choices that do not concern a honest broker holding up a pure micro-management taboo can be left to 
themselves. With Washington’s monetary role, it is self-evident that it is central bank decisions which must be 
reigned in, in order to restore the functionality of UNSC decisions. Why this is inevitable is easily illustrated by
a scene that unfolded a few weeks ago when Trump and Putin came close to each other at a business meeting in
Europe. 

While the commercial media narrative suggests the two men were close to each other, as to domestically 
exploit engrained propaganda habits, in fact Trump easily loses temper and begins yelling. So at this 
opportunity, when Putin categorically demanded that Washington is to roll back its currency spill first, which is
the world’s primary driving force of arms proliferation, before anyone else disarms. It is being reported that the
Russian leader said in case Washington hallucinates it could cover the world in blood and death until everyone 
else loses hope and then claim it had made peace it should attempt to focus on clear thinking, specifically on 
the fact that everyone who tried before failed at the disproportionate cost of everyone else as well.

It was at this point that Trump, who had hectically begun moving his hands ever closer into his opponents face,
made hand and finger movements that had the power and the location to wipe a set of glasses out of the other’ 
face. Putin said as he felt the wind in his eyebrows suggesting him that the next step onward from standing 
steadfast would be to hit back, start a world war and take the guilt of being the first to cross a border line, he 
decided to snap the other’s elbow instead, arrest Trump for a countdown cancelled moment, and walk him out 
of the room to his personal security agents waiting with their cigarettes, who allegedly claimed that it was a 
situation they had practised and that there was no threat level.

There were no further diplomatic irritations, but the point is still to be made that the monetary monopoly is to 
be rolled back in order not to be detrimental for humankind any longer, and the implementation of this 
historical necessity must be ensured by the rest of the world, which needs that more than anything else. This 
does not yet necessarily mean that the issue of regime change in Arabia is to be immediately and completely 
taken out of the current king’s hands.

It does fully suffice to make clear that succession order is regulated and ensure that an alternative succession is 
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available in case there would be no cooperation in monopoly roll-back, and at some point the current monarchy
falls over its own dishonesty, manipulation and provocation. For this purpose, it is not even to be interfered in 
the succession but already sufficient that all elements in it can equally compete, including these the current 
crown is attempting to push aside, which again requires a clear understanding that owning the house and 
leading the house is not the same, as Saudi rulers seem to appear tempted to imagine.

And with both the American and the Arab civilian and military suicide problems in mind, it occurs as self-
evident before it is to be demanded that a legitimate successor must have some kind of legal privilege, and that 
the assessment whether it should be limited and accounted or not can best be resolved with equipping the role 
with a double privilege: A limited claim that is unaccounted, and an unlimited claim that is accounted for. Then
for example a successor’s demand for transparent review cannot be unfairly thwarted by drying it out. 

The succession order is like a train with many carriages, when necessary some of them can pass on before the 
others; when necessary a household leadership privilege can be passed on by formal order before the same 
would be the case for the ownership privilege, for example in case leadership is neglected as to abuse the 
assignment of the privilege for manipulations upon the succession.

The exceptional advantage of an alternative succession is that it is not an external one, and that there is a 
double relationship for a double privilege. The exceptional advantage of a separation of ownership and 
leadership is that when one passes on after another a less disruptive transition is possible, compared to if the 
same situation would be taken as the cause of passing on ownership by formal order. The specific difficulty in 
the Arabian case is that the alternative successor is not in the house but outside, in Iraq and Syria, amongst 
other places. 

This is the result of the export of dissent in which a falling regime abuses its suicide problem whose early stage
has now befallen Washington itself. And it is a serious, serious issue: When deportations of foreigners are 
being regarded as national self-defence, then a nation imposing the same upon its dissent is both harmful to 
itself and others in a forensic sense, and international law is to name and prohibit it as an international crime, 
the next stage of quenching dissent.

Gralis said this need for a solution that would not brutalise the population as in the mercenary terror committed 
against Yemen, and enable a transition without broken glass could best be fulfilled with the double succession 
concept, in which ownership and leadership are separated and can be spread out along the succession way if 
necessary to make it more successful to last.

Despite in a condition after suffering export of dissent, the Arab population is already doing its task of filling 
the role of an alternative successor to the monarchy and its cronies as good as hostile circumstances allow for. 
It is the negative influence of Washington’s janissary role not only on itself but in this case upon others as well 
that is the obstacle against its progress – and the export of dissent is a brain-dead brain-child of the janissary 
role. For overcoming that role in all generations at once it requires an external response to the intolerable 
situation of Washington’s covert efforts that showed up since the aircraft alarm, and this statement is, at least 
collaterally, meant as that.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Two More Wells

Number: Eleven
Title: Zarif Massacre Guilt of Japanese Adviser
Date: Saturday, June 3rd 2017
Name: Rob Dannerz

Content: At the Korean embassy to Unitednations organisation today, a statement was 
distributed on behalf of special investigators looking into the ongoing violence in Nigeria and 
its context, which sheds an entirely new light on the so-called „axis of evil” theory and the true 
meaning of the term. According to the finding, Japanese military advisers spread the lie of an 
alleged arms cache of protesters by yelling down all common sense of their local counterparts 
with a badly toned ‘why not’, leaving them no time to reduce their blood pressure.

The statement of the Pyongyang Investigation Committe of Japanese War Crimes has been 
received in Africa as an exception, but in fact it is a regular task for the Korean government to 
comment upon Japanese issues, signifying that Zarif Massacre is so centered around Japanese 
influence that it is a Japanese issue because that influence had been the trigger thereof. At the 
time, hundreds were slaughtered by special forces peppered up for an apocalyptic scenario 
close to the government that did not come, instead of which they were confronted with peaceful
protesters with a standing cause. 

Pyongyang quoted its Supreme Leader Kin Jong Un with the message that Iranian 
Revolutionary Guards who discovered the traitor deserved as a trophy the Iraqi tank the 
Americans placed in font of their „Africa Command” facilities through which the traitor had 
worked. The statement said that through their allies in Russia, who are monitoring the 
controversial barracks from a close distance, they received a copy of a message the military 
adviser in question had sent back home to its superiors in Tokyo immediately after the 
massacre.

The message of the adviser said that despite of any such effect on the prime target, the action 
was to be described as a successful shock and awe instance, arguing that Lagos had provided 
no important reason why the description would have to be classified as inappropriate, mixed 
into a pile of gibberish smears. Russia had passed on the remarkable finding to others, alerting 
Koran, Iranian and Egyptian observers.

The Iranians then pursued an official investigation and identified the source, a Japanese 
businessman in Lagos. The Koreans, who had known it from other contexts, now picked up, 
and Egypt offered educational aid to the Japanese population as to achieve a moral 
understanding of colonialism in Africa.

The Koreans then came to put the issue into an all-encompassing context of Japanese policy 
arguing only singular greed and unscrupulousness could cause the badly violent abuse of an 
external advisory role found in the Zarif case. Japanese military had been brought into Nigeria 
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by the Americans after the government there decided that it would rather give up the remainder
of national sovereignty than reconcile with armed rebel groups pursing their own foreign 
policy.

An Egyptian report on the incident said that it was prototypical of foreign meddling in Africa 
through American capacities in vassal hands, and that the case was remarkable, less for itself 
than as a precedent case how similar situations were best to be handled under the aspect of 
further prevention.

It also said that despite been a factor in Africa in the past, Europe is not significantly involved 
on any side, mostly because of its vassal governments, citing a case of an European dissident 
who had given a speech in London which American agents loathed that badly that they flew in 
a little later to vandalise city map billboards in the area in a kind of moronic revenge action. 
Officials concerned there had said they would forgive something like this maybe to frustrated 
youth but never to foreign officials. 

The statement said that investigation had reached a point to suffice conditions for a formal 
extradition request, and that it had prepared one for Nigeria to follow if it does not prosecute by
itself. It stressed that Russia was not interested in the trophy but would rather prefer to see the 
entirety of the abusive installation removed.

Local peace groups in the surroundings of the American barracks in central Europe said over 
the course of history a tremendous track record of war crimes was committed with American 
assets in vassal hands, and that it was a deliberate tactic to empower broken souls to break 
unbroken ones, which had only been outlawed as a social scam scheme with the Declaration of 
Human Rights, that is still abused as a legal shield or kind of excuse for American war crimes. 
In this case, the Americans might formally have decided the deployment for their war against 
Sunni Muslims, but it turned into its own direction and targeted the Shia branch, because the 
tactic provides undocumented abuse potential as to smooth up vassals in political talks.

The statement emphasised that it was a precedent case not only as a massacre but also as a 
resolution of foreign meddling by countermeasures taken from much less distance, giving the 
conflict dynamics a tendency from distant to close which is a much more desirable ingredient 
of a victory than the other way around.

While Iran is still far away from Nigeria, it is much closer than Japan, Korea or Unitedstates. In
the best case, governments would follow the supreme lead and categorically abstain from 
corrupting their causes with external abuse against internal opponents. It is by now, if not 
already by recently, sufficiently counter-checked that even in cataclysmic situations empires 
will not cease being destructive and get to their senses until they are destroyed, in the best case 
by anything else than yet another fresh instance thereof.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Number: Twelve
Title: Son Of Vietnam War Criminal Opts For Social Sanity
Date: Sunday, June 4th 2017
Name: Salomon Damian

Content: It is either walls or bones if it goes on any further, says Vitus Marker, son of army 
commander Widukind Marker, in the notorious Marker case over the removal of a phoney 
family home erected by the provincial government without clear order or convincing purpose. 
Marker argues if it were to turn out true that the building was specifically made for but not 
formally offered to him, and that it is cause for insanity of his father, and that a removal of the 
building could provide a circumstantial perspective for healing, then he does prefer the healing 
over the building.

„It is actually totally obvious, and completely bizarre that someone who would steal from me 
as to make me a present, but never present it, is doing so for the theft, not for the present. Just 
that my father would take it, because he is erring, as he is known to have done before I existed, 
does not require me to take it. If he were convicted for his overseas behaviour and would come 
to ask me to serve his jail years for him, everyone would recognise the absurdity of the demand
at the first glance.” 

„But if I prevent getting corrupted in the first place, because I do not want my results to be 
corrupted in the end, because that would render my effort worthless, I first have to assert that 
guilt is not inheritable. This is bad craziness. If I could theoretically have been an accomplice 
then people should sue me for that. And if people felt the true need to compensate me in some 
form, they should properly so so, instead of attempting to seduce me and badly confuse a 
relative.”

Marker said the set-up and placement of the building in question might have been chosen to 
make him apply for a job at a government contractor with which he would have to sign a broad 
gag order including not to research any family issues.

„I did not order it, they did not consult me. It is a stillborn, worse than the ones that made 
construction workers go on strike against Stalin in the last century and rather face tanks than 
follow orders, which as history knows finally broke Stalin’s heart. They should have prepared 
themselves to convince me of it instead, but it is built upon nothing. If it is what makes my 
father mad all the time, then for me it is like a thorn in the finger that may make me mad until I
got it fully removed. Besides that we have a home which is just fine for us once corruption is 
barred out.” 

„For the best results, remove thorns without breaking them. And for prevention, do not let any 
new thorns lie around to get old and break when someone might step into them. Remove thorns
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with care both from outside and from inside your body. Develop care in a way where the latter 
does not matter most. And if it is proven that a wrongly made building is what makes my father
mad, and neglect our house, then treat that building like a thorn in order to save my father and 
our house. They can go on the hell fire as the kettle approaches boiling point.”

Marker sees the object as an unusable proof for mismanagement, and says it might be spent as 
a means to save his father’s health before more usable means of proof are getting at risk.

„It is standing in public, therefore the effects of removal would be public as well, helping to 
heal everyone who might have gotten mad together with him. I do not press for it, but there is a
point beyond which any lethal risk the removal might bear for him is less than the lethal risk he
puts on all of us by neglecting our house. If this were a free country I could charge financial 
support for defending my family against this foreign menace.”

„It is very simple: This is the place where I go when I do not know where I want to go. When I
know where I want to go then I go there. I mean, when I do not know where I want to go then I
go here. There is no need whatsoever for a specific place of which someone might imagine I 
did not know I wanted to go there, for if there was then there certainly would be a better way 
for it with better results to present to me.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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